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Abstract
Bisimulation expresses the equivalence of processes whose external actions are identical. Some-
times we may meet two processes which are not exactly bisimilar but more or less bisimilar in
the sense that whenever a process makes an action the other can make an action di3erent from
but very similar to the action performed by the 4rst one. To describe this kind of looser bisim-
ulations we propose the concept of bisimulation index in a labelled transition system and give
its various properties, especially those properties related to the operations of transition systems.
Furthermore, we establish a modal logical characterization of bisimulation indexes. This charac-
terization is a generalization of Hennessy–Milner logic. We study strong and weak bisimulation
indexes in the basic asynchronous process calculus, and some of their fundamental properties are
derived. Bisimulation indexes are not substitutive under composition. To overcome this defect
we introduce an approximate communication rule to replace the original rule in process calculus.
This enables us to recover some useful properties of composition with respect to bisimulation
indexes. Finally, we present three examples in timed CCS and real time ACP to demonstrate
the usage of bisimulation indexes in the analysis of real time systems. These examples show
that bisimulation indexes are suitable formal tools for describing approximate implementations
of real time systems. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the central notions in process calculus is bisimulation [16, 17]. Roughly
speaking, bisimulation expresses the equivalence of processes whose external actions
are identical. The condition of possessing the same actions is quite rigorous, and some-
times we may meet two processes which fail to 4t this condition but which are still
more or less bisimilar in the sense that whenever a process makes an action the other
one can make an action di3erent from but very similar to the action the 4rst process
made. To be more explicit, let us consider two very simple concrete examples. Since
we hope to motivate our concepts as plain as possible, all examples given in this in-
troduction are very simple, and you may even feel that they are quite arti4cial. But
some more realistic and complicated examples will be presented in Sections 7 and 8.
Example 1.1. Suppose that three vending machines C; F and S for selling Coca-Cola,
Fanta and soap, respectively, are de4ned as follows:
C def= 1d:Coca-Cola:collect:C;
F def= 1d:Fanta:collect:F
and
S def= 1d:soap:collect:S:
This means, for example, that to buy a cup of Fanta from the machine F you must
put in one dollar, press the button marked ‘Fanta’ on the machine F; and collect your
Fanta from the tray. If some person is extremely thirsty and want to buy a cup of
Coca-Cola, and there is not the machine C but the machines F and S nearby, then it
is reasonable to expect that this person will buy a cup of Fanta from F but not a cake
of soap from S. As the second case, we may suppose other two vending machines
C+ and C− are all for selling Coca-Cola but the prices are di3erent. Furthermore, we
suppose that C+ and C− are de4ned by
C+ def= 1:5d:Coca-Cola:collect:C+
and
C− def= 0:8d:Coca-Cola:collect:C−;
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respectively. If some person just want to buy a cup of Coca-Cola which costs about
80 cents, and there is not the machine C− but the machines C and C+ nearby, then
it is also reasonable to expect that this person will buy a cup of Coca-Cola costing
one dollar from C but not a cup of Coca-Cola costing one dollar and 50 cents from
C+. Why? An intuitive answer may be that F is more similar to C than S; and C
is more similar to C− than C+. However, this cannot be explained formally in the
theory of bisimulations because C is not bisimilar to both F and S; and C− is not
bisimilar to both C and C+. To answer this question, we need some subtler concept of
bisimulation to discriminate F from S with respect to C and to discriminate C from
C+ with respect to C− according to a certain distance or similarity among Coca-Cola,
Fanta and soap and a certain distance or similarity among 0.8, 1, and 1.5 dollars. For
instance, we might de4ne a metric 1 with
1(Coca-Cola; Fanta) = 1;
1(Coca-Cola; soap) = 1(Fanta; soap) = +∞
and a metric 2 with
2(0:8d; 1d) = 0:2; 2(0:8d; 1:5d) = 0:7 and 2(1d; 1:5d) = 0:5:
If 1 and 2 can induce some measure m of distance (or similarity) on agent expressions
such that
m(C; F) ¡ m(C; S) and m(C−; C) ¡ m(C−; C+);
(resp: m(C; F) ¿ m(C; S) and m(C−; C) ¿ m(C−; C+));
then we may realize that this is a quite reasonable mathematical answer to the above
question.
Example 1.2. In the value-passing calculus [17, Section 2:8], the speci4cation of a
program whose task is to solve the equation y2 = x may be represented as
S def= y(x):(if x ¡ 0 then Oy(none):S + if x ¿ 0 then Oy(
√
x):S):
Suppose that we have two implementations of S:
I1
def= y(x):(if x ¡ 0 then Oy(none):I1 + if x ¿ 0 then Oy([
√
x]5):I1)
and
I2
def= y(x):(if x ¡ 0 then Oy(none):I2 + if x ¿ 0 then Oy([
√
x]10):I2);
where [
√
x]5; [
√
x]10 stand for the respective approximate values of
√
x to 4fth and
10th digit after decimal point. Obviously, I2 is a better implementation of S than I1.
This fact cannot be explained in the theory of bisimulations, too, because S is bisimilar
to neither I1 nor I2.
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As claimed by Milner [17, p. 3], the theory of bisimulations is observational or
in other word extensional. In the above examples, however, some intensional factors
were involved. In fact, the distance or similarity among actions is rather intensional than
otherwise. So a theory which may be applied to give reasonable answers to the above
examples and other similar problems must combine extensional features and intensional
ones of the processes under consideration. In this paper, a metric on actions, which
describes a certain distance (and on the opposite side, similarity) between actions,
is presumed and then a bisimulation index based on it is induced quite naturally. In
Section 2, we introduce the notion of bisimulation index in a general labelled transition
system, and its various properties, especially those properties related to the operations of
transition systems, are carried out. Based on bisimulation index, we are able to present
the notion of bisimilarity with parameter. Bisimilarities with parameters provide us with
a continuous spectrum of bisimilarities that equate processes with di3erent degrees.
In Section 3, we establish a modal logical characterization of bisimulation indexes.
This is a generalization of Hennessy–Milner logic. Furthermore, we examine strong
and weak bisimulation indexes in the basic asynchronous calculus, and some of their
fundamental properties are elaborated in Sections 4 and 5. In these two sections we
shall 4nd that composition does not enjoy many expected properties with respect to
bisimulation indexes; in particular, bisimilarity with parameter is not substitutive under
composition. This defect is mainly caused by the communication rule in the transitional
semantics of our process calculus: it is required that the output and input port names
must be exactly matched to make a communication. In Section 6, we use a looser
communication rule to replace the original rule and recover some useful propoerties
of composition with respect to bisimilarity with parameter. Recently, real time systems
are intensively studied in computer science. At the end of this paper, to show the
applicability of the theory of bisimulation indexes developed here we present some
interesting examples of real time systems. These examples indicate that bisimulation
indexes are suited to describe the approximate implementations of real time systems.
In Section 7, we give two examples to illustrate how bisimulation indexes can be
applied to describe the approximate behaviour of processes in timed CCS [15, 29–
31]. Since timed CCS may be used to provide semantics for the timed extension of
LOTOS [8, 9, 20, 21], we believe that bisimulation indexes are also useful for analysing
the approximate behaviour of the real time systems described with timed LOTOS.
Section 8 aims at presenting an example to demonstrate the usage of bisimulation
indexes in the analysis of the approximate behaviour of the real time systems de4ned
in terms of real time ACP [5].
Concerning the formal methodology in computer science, N. Francez pointed out: “...
Sometimes, the ‘very idea’ of program veri4cation, using any mathematical or logical
method, is criticized. The main argument is that, when programs are actually executed
on electronic computers, the above-listed prerequisites for successful application cannot
be assumed to hold. Computers, being physical devices, cannot be assumed to behave
reliably. In addition, standard implementations at best approximate the formal de4nition
of semantics. Thus, no logical conclusion can be drawn about the real-life behaviour of
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programs, no more than about any other natural phenomena, with absolute certainty...”
(cf. [12, p. 5]). As is well known, reliability of computer systems, including hardware
systems and software systems, is thoroughly investigated in the past years. On the
other hand, the problem about approximate correctness of programs is still untouched
at all. As an attempt devoted to provide some suitable and useful concepts and tools
for the understanding of approximate correctness of programs, the study of topological
structures in various models of computations is initiated by the author in a series of
papers, including [34] and this paper. We hope these concepts and results developed
in our work can be really used to characterize the relationship between speci4cations
of programs and their approximate implementations.
1.1. Related works
The mathematical structures that we deal with in this paper are labelled transition
systems whose sets of labels are equipped with metrics. The 4rst approach to labelled
transition systems with metrics is due to van Breugel [26–28]. Nivat and Arnold [3, 19]
introduced several metric structures to give denotational semantics of nondeterministic
recursive programming languages. Then metric denotational and comparative semantics
of a large number of programming languages have been systematically developed by
the Amsterdam Concurrency Group; for examples, see [10, 14]. The key technique em-
ployed in [14] depends heavily upon compactness of the operational semantics. Such
compactness is usually derived from the 4nitely branching property of the labelled
transition system de4ning the operational semantics. In the early 1990s, Baeten and
Bergstra [5] proposed real time ACP in which the principal nondeterministic construc-
tion is the dense choice, i.e., integration. Because of the dense choice, the labelled
transition system de4ning the operational semantics of real time ACP is not 4nitely
branching. To give a metric comparative semantics of a kernel fragment of real time
ACP, van Breugel [26–28] introduced metric labelled transition systems in which both
the set of labels and the set of states are equipped with metrics. It is worth noting
that metric labelled transition systems were successfully used to describe a compact
operational semantics of programming languages with dense choices and the main re-
sults in [14] were considerably generalized. For an excellent exposition on this topic,
see [28].
As mentioned above, in this paper only the set of labels in a labelled transition
system is equipped with a metric; by contrast in van Breugel’s approach [26–28] both
the set of labels and the set of states in a labelled transition systems are equipped
with metrics. More essentially, our motivation is di3erent from van Breugel’s one. van
Breugel aimed at providing metric comparative semantics for programming languages
with dense choice. But the purpose of this paper is to introduce an approximate version
of bisimulations which may be used to characterize approximate correctness of concur-
rent programs. Nevertheless, it seems that many results in this paper can be generalized
into the setting of van Breugel’s metric labelled transition systems by adjusting slightly
the de4nition of bisimulation indexes.
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The interesting concept of metric bisimulations is introduced recently in [24]. This
concept is de4ned in the framework of coalgebra [23]. Bisimulation indexes proposed
in this paper are used to indicate the degree to which two processes are bisimilar
and bisimilarity with parameter is a graded relation; whereas J.J.M.M. Rutten’s metric
bisimulation is not a graded but absolute notion. In addition, bisimulation indexes are
de4ned in labelled transition systems with metrics on their sets of actions, but metric
bisimulations are relations between (generalized) metric spaces. The di3erence between
our bisimulation indexes and J.J.M.M. Rutten’s metric bisimulations is obvious. How-
ever, there are perhaps some deeper connection between them; this is an interesting
problem for the further studies.
The main usage of bisimulation index is to provide a certain approximate (or looser)
version of bisimulation and to describe approximate correctness of concurrent programs.
It is well known that approximation is a central notion in domain theory [1, 25]. The
principal idea concerning approximation in domain theory is that in4nite objects are
given as limits of their 4nite approximations, and the major purpose of domain theory
is providing denotational semantics of (sequential) programming languages. However,
what concerns us here is to supply us with a continuous spectrum of bisimilarities
which equate processes with di3erent degrees.
2. Bisimulation indexes in transition systems
Recall that a metric space is a pair (X; ) in which X is a nonempty set and  is a
mapping from X ×X into [0;∞] such that: for any x; y; z ∈X;
(1) (x; y)= 0 i3 x=y,
(2) (x; y)= (y; x); and
(3) (x; z)6(x; y) + (y; z).
If (1) is weakened by
(1)′ (x; x)= 0 for each x∈X ,
then  is called a pseudo-metric; and if (3) is strengthened by
(3)′ (x; z)6max{(x; y); (y; z)} for any x; y; z ∈X ,
then  is called an ultra-metric or it is said to be non-Archimedean (cf.
[11, Section 4:1]).
Denition 2.1. Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition system,  a metric
on T and R⊆ S × S. We write
bR(s; r′; t) = inf{(t; u) : u ∈ T with ∃s′ ∈ S s:t: s u→ s′ and r′Rs′}
and
bR(r; s) = sup{bR(s; r′; t) : r′ ∈ S and t ∈ T with r t→ r′}
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for any r; r′; s ∈ S and t ∈ T (where sup; inf  is decreed to be 0 and ∞, respec-
tively). Then
bR = sup{max[bR(s1; s2); bR−1 (s2; s1)] : s1Rs2}
is called the bisimulation index of R. Sometimes, we write bR for bR to indicate the
labelled transition system  that we are considering.
Intuitively, if r; r′; s∈ S and t ∈T are given, rRs and r → r′, then bR(s; r′; t) is the
in4nimum of the distances between transitions t and u; where u are transitions which
can be used to complete the diagram of s u→ s′ and r′Rs′. From this point, it is not
diScult to see that the above de4nition is a numerical counterpart of De4nition 4.1 in
[17], and bR expresses the degree to which R is a bisimulation. We should point out
that the smaller the value of bR is, the higher the degree to which R is a bisimulation
is.
Proposition 2.1. (1) If R is a bisimulation; then bR=0. Especially; bIdS =0.
(2) bR−1 = bR.
(3) bR1 ◦ R26bR1 + bR2 . In particular; if  is an ultra-metric; then
bR1◦R2 6 max (bR1 ; bR2 ):
(4) b∪i∈I Ri 6 supi∈I bRi .
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) are immediate from the above de4nition.
(3) If bR1 =∞ or bR2 =∞, it is clear. Now, assume that bR1¡∞ and bR2¡∞. There
exist sequences {!1n} and {!2n} such that
bR1 ¡ !1n; bR2 ¡ !2n (n = 1; 2; : : :);
lim
n→∞ !1n = bR1 and limn→∞ !2n = bR2 :
For any s1; s3 ∈ S, if s1 (R1 ◦R2) s3, then there is s2 ∈ S with s1 R1 s2 and s2 R2 s3. For
any s′1 ∈ S and t1 ∈T , if s1 t1→ s′1, then bR1¡!1n leads to that there are s′2 ∈ S and
t2 ∈T such that s2 t2→ s′2; s′1R1s′2 and (t1; t2) 6 !1n: Furthermore, bR2¡!2n leads to
that there are s′3 ∈ S and t3 ∈T such that s3 t3→ s′3; s′2R2s′3 and (t2; t3)¡!2n: Therefore,
s′1(R1 ◦R2)s′3;
(t1; t3)6 (t1; t2) + (t2; t3) ¡ !1n + !2n;
bR1◦R2 6 !1n + !2n (n = 1; 2; : : :);
and
bR1◦R2 6 limn→∞(!1n + !2n) = limn→∞ !1n + limn→∞ !2n = bR1 + bR2 :
(4) Similar to (3).
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The above proposition is a numerical version of Proposition 4.1 in [17]. For example,
Proposition 2.1(4) means that if for all i∈ I the degree to which Ri is a bisimulation is
not less than some value, then the degree to which the union
⋃
i∈I Ri is a bisimulation
is not less than this value, too.
Example 2.1. Let T be the real line with the usual (Euclidean) metric, S={x; y}; x r→x
for each rational number r; y r
′
→y for each irrational number r′ and R= {(x; y)}: Then
we know that bR=0 but R is not a bisimulation. This illustrates that the inverse of
Proposition 2.1(1) does not hold in general.
To give a partial inverse of Proposition 2.1(1), let us introduce some useful nota-
tions. Recall that if (X; ) is a metric space, x∈X; {xn}∞n=1 is a sequence in X , and
limn→∞ (xn; x)= 0, then x is called the limit of {xn}∞n=1 and we write limn→∞ xn= x:
If A⊆X and for any sequence {xn}∞n=1 in A; limn→∞ xn ∈A provided limn→∞ xn exists,
then A is said to be -closed. Now let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition
system, R⊆ S × S and x∈ S: Then R[x] = {y∈ S : x R y}: For any x; y∈ S;
T (x; y) = {t ∈ T : x t→y}
and for any Y ⊆ S;
T (x; Y ) =
⋃
y∈Y
T (x; y):
If x; y∈ S and there are z ∈ S and t ∈T such that z R x and z t→y; then 〈x; y〉 is called
an R-push; if for any R-push 〈x; y〉; T (x; R[y]) is closed (with respect to ), then R
is said to be lower $-closed; and if both R and R−1 are lower $-closed, then R is
$-closed.
Proposition 2.2. If R is $-closed and bR=0; then R is a bisimulation.
Proof. Suppose that xRy and x t→ x′: Then there are y′n ∈ S and tn ∈T such that
y
tn→y′n; x′Ry′n and (t; tn)6 1=n for each n¿ 1 because bR=0: Now, y′n ∈R[x′];
tn ∈ T (y; y′n) ⊆ T (y; R[x′]) (n¿ 1)
and limn→∞ tn= t: Noting that 〈y; x′〉 is an R-push, we have t ∈T (y; R[x′]); i.e., there
exists y′ ∈ S such that y t→y′ and x′Ry′:
Denition 2.2. Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition system, R⊆ S × S
and !∈ [0;∞]: If bR 6 !; then R is called a !-bisimulation.
From De4nition 2.1 it is easy to see that R is a !-bisimulation if and only if for
any (s1; s2)∈R; for each &¿! and for each t ∈T;
(i) if s1
t→ s′1 then for some u∈T and s′2 ∈ S; s2 u→ s′2; (t; u)¡& and (s′1; s′2)∈R; and
(ii) if s1
t→ s′1 then for some u∈T and s′1 ∈ S; s1 u→ s′1; (t; u)¡& and (s′1; s′2)∈R:
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Clearly, any subset R of S × S is an ∞-bisimulation; if !1 6 !2 and R is a !1-
bisimulation, then R is also a !2-bisimulation; and if R is a !i-bisimulation (i∈ I); then
R is an inf i∈I !i-bisimulation.
Corollary 2.3. (1) If R is a bisimulation; then R is a 0-bisimulation.
(2) R is a !-bisimulation i5 so is R−1:
(3) If Ri is a !i-bisimulation (i=1; 2); then R1 ◦R2 is a (!1 + !2)-bisimulation. In
particular; if  is an ultra-metric; and R1; R2 are all !-bisimulations; then R1 ◦R2 is
also a !-bisimulation.
(4) If Ri is a !-bisimulation (i∈ I); so is
⋃
i∈I Ri:
Denition 2.3. For any !∈ [0;∞]; we de4ne !-bisimilarity as
∼!=
⋃ {!-bisimulation}:
For simplicity, ∼! is often abbreviated to ∼! if  is recognizable from the context.
The concept of bisimilarity with parameter ! supplies us with a continuous spectrum
of bisimilarities which equate processes with di3erent degrees.
Proposition 2.4. (1) ∼ ⊆ ∼0 and if  is discrete; i.e.; for some !¿0; (t; u) ¿ !
for any t; u∈T with t = u; then ∼=∼0.
(2) ∼∞=R×R.
(3) If !1 6 !2; then ∼!1 ⊆∼!2 .
(4) For any !∈ [0;∞]; ∼! is a !-bisimulation and it is re7exive and symmetric.
(5) ∼!1 ◦∼!2 ⊆∼!1+!2 .
(6) ∼0 is an equivalence relation.
(7) If  is an ultra-metric; then ∼! is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Conditions (1)–(3) are obvious.
Conditions (4)–(7) are immediate from Proposition 2.1.
The bisimilarity with parameter 0, i.e. ∼0 is particularly interesting. It does not
coincide with the ordinary bisimilarity ∼ unless the metric on actions is discrete. The
intuitive meaning of ∼0 is that two processes are related by ∼0 if and only if each
action performed by the 4rst process may be simulated by a similar action made by
the second process with arbitrary precision. ∼0 is very close to ∼ although they are
not identical in general.
Proposition 2.5. s1∼! s2 i5 b∼!(s1; s2)6 ! and b∼!(s2; s1)6 !:
Proof. (⇒) Since ∼! is a !-bisimulation and it is symmetric (cf. Proposition 2.4(2)),
it holds that
b∼! = sup{max[b∼!(s1; s2); b∼!(s2; s1)] : s1 ∼! s2}6 !:
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If s1∼! s2; then we have b∼!(s1; s2)6 ! and b∼!(s2; s1)6 !:
(⇐) We de4ne
s1Rs2 i3 b∼!(s1; s2)6 ! and b∼!(s2; s1)6 !:
Now, if s1Rs2; then from b∼!(s1; s2)6 ! we know that for any s
′
1 ∈ S and t ∈T with
s1
t→ s′1; and for any n¿ 1; there exist s′2 ∈ S and t′ ∈T such that s2 t
′
→ s′2; (t; t′)¡!+
1=n and s′1∼! s′2: By noting that s′1∼! s′2 implies s′1Rs′2; we obtain bR(s1; s2) 6 !:
Similarly, bR−1 (s2; s1)6 !: Therefore, R is a !-bisimulation and R⊆∼!:
This proposition provides a recursive characterization of ∼!; but it appears in a way
much more involved than Proposition 4.4 in [17].
We now give the de4nition of bisimulation index up to ∼!. It gives rise to a very
important proof technique, and we shall need it in the proofs of some propositions in
the sequel.
Denition 2.4. (1) If bR(s; r′; t) in De4nition 2.1 is replaced by
bR;!(s; r′; t) = inf{(t; u): u ∈ T with ∃s′ ∈ S s:t: s u→ s′ and r′ ∼! ◦R◦ ∼! s′};
then we may de4ne bR; ! in the same way as bR and bR; ! is called the bisimulation
index of R up to ∼! :
(2) If bR; ! 6 '; then R is called a '-bisimulation up to ∼! :
Proposition 2.6. (1) b∼0◦R◦∼0 6 bR;0; and
(2) if  is an ultra-metric; then b∼!◦R◦∼! 6 max(!; bR; !):
Proof. If x∼! pRq∼! y and x t→ x′; then from Proposition 2.5 we obtain b∼!(x; p)¡!
+ ” for any ”¿0: Thus, there are u∈T and p′ ∈ S such that p u→p′; x′∼! p′ and
(t; u)¡!+”: Likewise, we can 4nd v∈T and q′ ∈ S such that q v→ q′; p′∼! ◦R ◦∼! q′
and (u; v)¡bR;!+” and also w∈T and y′ ∈ S such that y w→y′; q′∼! y′ and (v; w)¡
!+ ”: Then
(t; w)6 max((t; u); (u; v); (v; w)) ¡ max(!+ ”; bR;! + ”) = max(!; bR;!) + ”:
In addition, it holds that
x′ ∼! p′ ∼! ◦R◦ ∼! q′ ∼! y′
and furthermore x′∼! ◦R ◦∼! y because ∼! is transitive (cf. Proposition 2.4(2)). This
means
b∼!◦R◦∼!(x; y)6 max(!; bR;!) + ”:
Since ” is arbitrary, we have
b∼!◦R◦∼!(x; y)6 max(!; bR;!):
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Proposition 2.7. (1) If R is a '-bisimulation up to ∼0; then R⊆ ∼' :
(2) If  is an ultra-metric and R is a '-bisimulation up to ∼!; then R⊆∼max(!; '):
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.6 (cf. [17], Proposition 4:6).
Winskel and Nielsen [33] introduced some universal constructions in the category of
labelled transition systems to furnish the basic combinators for a language of parallel
processes. These constructions enable us to build complex transition systems from
simple ones. Now, we investigate some properties of bisimulation indexes related to
these universal constructions.
Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition system, let T ∗=⋃n∈! T n; and let
t˜→ (t˜ ∈T ∗) be de4ned as follows:
”→ = IdS ;where ” is the empty string;
t1 :::tn+1→ = t1 :::tn→ ◦ tn+1→ ; n ∈ !:
Then the labelled transition system ∗=(S; T ∗; { t˜→: t˜ ∈T ∗}) is called the natural ex-
tension of : If  is a metric on T; then we de4ne
∗(t1 : : : tm; u1 : : : un) =
{∞ if m = n;
maxmi=1 (ti; ui) if m = n
for any m; n∈! and t1; : : : ; tm; u1; : : : ; un ∈T:
Lemma 2.8. ∗ is a metric on T ∗: If  is an ultra-metric; so is ∗:
Proof. Straightforward.
Proposition 2.9. (1) bR= b
∗
R :
(2) ∼! =∼
∗
! :
Proof. Easy.
Let S be a set and ∗ a distinguished element. Then S =(S; {∗}; TranS) is called the
idle transition system on S; where TranS = {IdS}: If =(S; T; { t→i: t ∈T}) is a labelled
transition system and ∗ =∈T; then
∗ = (S; T ∪ {∗}; { t→i: t ∈ T} ∪ TranS)
is called the idle modi4cation of  (cf. [32, De4nition 2:1:4]). If  is a metric on T;
then we put
∗(t; u) =

0 if t = u;
∞ if t = u = ∗ or u = t = ∗;
(t; u) if t; u ∈ T:
Lemma 2.10. ∗ is a metric on T ∪ {∗}: If  is an ultra-metric; so is ∗:
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Proof. Straightforward.
Proposition 2.11. (1) bR= b
∗
R :
(2) ∼!= ∗∼!:
Proof. Easy.
Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition system and T ′⊆T: Then  |T ′=
(S; T ′; { t→: t ∈T ′}) is called the restriction of  to T ′ (cf. [32, De4nition 2:2:1]).
If  is a metric (resp. an ultra-metric) on T; then  |T ′ (the restriction of  on T ′)
is a metric (resp. an ultra-metric). Let (X; ) be a metric space and A⊆X . Recall
that A is said to be -open if for any x∈A, there exists !¿0 such that the ball
B(x; !)= {y∈X : (x; y)¡!}⊆A.
Proposition 2.12. Let T ′ be a -open subset of T: Then
(1) if R is a 0-bisimulation in ; so is R in  |T ′:
(2) ∼0 = |T
′
∼0 :
Proof. Assume that R is a 0-bisimulation in : For any t ∈T ′; there exists !t¿0 such
that B(t; !t) (the !t-ball with centre t) ⊆T ′ because T ′ is -open. For each !¿0;
if s1Rs2 and s1
t→ s′1; then there exist s′2 ∈ S and u∈T such that s2 u→ s′2; s′1Rs′2 and
(t; u)¡min(!; !t): From the last inequality, we know that u∈B(t; !t) and u∈T ′:
Thus, b | T
′
R 6 !: Furthermore, the arbitrariness of ! yields b
 | T ′
R =0:
Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a labelled transition system and f :T→T ′ a mapping,
and let
t
→′ =⋃{ r→: f(r)= t} for each t ∈T ′: Then {f}=(S; T ′; { t→: t ∈T ′}) is
called the f-relabelling of  (cf. [32, De4nition 2:2:3]). For any metric  on T; we
de4ne
′(u; v)
=

0 if u = v;
∞ if u = v =∈ f(T ) or v = u =∈ f(T );
sup{(x; y): f(x) = u
and f(y) = v} otherwise
for any u; v∈T ′:
Lemma 2.13. ′ is a metric on T ′: If  is an ultra-metric; so is ′:
Proof. We only demonstrate the triangle inequality ′(u; w)6 ′(u; v) + ′(v; w): It is
clear when u=w: If u =w =∈f(T ); then v =w; ′(v; w)=∞; or u = v=w =∈f(T ); ′(u;
v)=∞: It always holds that ′(u; v)+′(v; w)=∞: For the case of w = u =∈f(T ); it is
similar. Now, we suppose that u =w and u; w∈f(T ): If v= u; or v=w; or v =∈f(T );
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it is clear. Otherwise,
′(u; v) + ′(v; w)
= sup{(x; y): f(x) = u; f(y) = v}+ sup{(y; z) : f(y) = v; f(z) = w}
= sup{(x; y1) + (y2; z): f(x) = u; f(y1) = f(y2) = v; f(z)=w}
¿ sup{(x; y) + (y; z): f(x) = u; f(y) = v; f(z) = w}
¿ sup{(x; z): f(x) = u; f(z) = w} = ′(u; w):
Proposition 2.14. (1) bR 6 b
{f}
R : (2) ∼! ⊇
{f}∼! :
Proof. Easy.
Remark. Each metric  on T may be extended to the power set of T in the following
way:
(A; B) =
{∞ if A =  or B = ;
inf{(x; y): x ∈ A and y ∈ B} otherwise
for any A; B⊆T: Thus, ′ might be de4ned as ′(u; v)= (f−1(u); −1(v)) for any
u; v∈T ′: It is easy to know that in general, ′ is not necessary to be a metric on
T ′: If we admit the case that  is not a metric in De4nitions 2.1 and 2.2, then we
have
Proposition 2.14′. For ′ de:ned in the above remark;
(1) bR ¿ b
{f}
R ;
(2) ∼! ⊆
{f}∼! :
Proof. Easy.
Let i =(Si; Ti; { t→i: t ∈Ti}) be a labelled transition system (i=1; 2); S = S1× S2
and
T = (T1 × {∗}) ∪ ({∗} × T2) ∪ (T1 × T2)
and let
(a;∗)→ = {((s; r); (s′; r)): s a→1 s′} (a ∈ T1);
(∗;b)→ = {((r; s); (r; s′)): s b→2 s′} (b ∈ T2)
and
(a;b)→ = {((s1; s2); (s′1; s′2)): s1 a→1 s′1 and s2 b→2 s′2} (a ∈ T1; b ∈ T2):
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Then 1× 2 = (S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) is called the product of 1 and 2 (cf. [32, De4nition
2:2:5]). If 1; 2 are two metrics on T1 and T2; respectively, then we de4ne
(1 × 2)(u; v) =

1(x; y) if u = (x; ∗); v = (y; ∗);
2(x; y) if u = (∗; x); v = (∗; y);
max(1(x1; y1); 2(x2; y2)) if u = (x1; y1); v = (x2; y2);
∞ otherwise
for any u; v∈T:
Lemma 2.15. 1× 2 is a metric on T: If 1; 2 are all ultra-metrics; so is 1× 2.
Proof. Straightforward.
For any R1⊆ S1× S1 and R2⊆ S2× S2; the product of R1 and R2 is
R1 × R2 = {((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) : x1R1y1 and x2R2x2} ⊆ S × S
and for any R⊆ S × S; the projections of R on S1 and S2 are
proj1 R = {(x1; y1): there are x2; y2 ∈ S2 such that (x1; x2)R(y1; y2)}
and
proj2 R = {(x2; y2): there are x1; y1 ∈ S1 such that (x1; x2)R(y1; y2)};
respectively.
Proposition 2.16. (1) b1×2R1×R26max(b
1
R1 ; b
2
R2 ).
(2) b1proj1 R6b
1×2
R ; b
2
proj2 R6b
1×2
R .
(3) ∼1×2! = ∼1! × ∼2! .
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) Straightforward.
(3) From (1), we have
∼1×2! =
⋃ {R : b1×2R 6 !} ⊇ ⋃ {R1 × R2 : b1R1 6 !; b2R2 6 !}
=
(⋃ {R1 : b1R1 6 !})× (⋃ {R2 : b2R2 6 !})
=∼1! × ∼2! :
Conversely,
∼1×2! ⊆ proj1 ∼1×2! ×proj2 ∼1×2! :
With (2) and Proposition 2.4(2), we know that
b1
proj1∼1×2!
6 b1×2∼1×2!
6 !;
proj1 ∼1×2! ⊆∼1!
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and
proj2 ∼1×2! ⊆∼2! :
Therefore,
∼1×2! ⊆∼1! × ∼2! :
Let i =(Si; Ti; { t→i : t ∈Ti}) be a labelled transition system (i=1; 2);
S = (S1 × {1}) ∪ (S2 × {2});
T = (T1 × {1}) ∪ (T2 × {2});
(a;1)→ = {((s; 1); (s′; 1)): s a→1 s′} (a ∈ T1)
and
(b;2)→ = {((s; 2); (s′; 2)): s b→2 s′} (b ∈ T2):
Then 1 + 2 = (S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) is called the sum of 1 and 2 (cf. [32, De4nition
2:2:10]). If 1; 2 are two metrics on T1 and T2; respectively, then we put
(1 + 2)(u; v) =

1(x; y) if u = (x; 1); v = (y; 1);
2(x; y) if u = (x; 2); v = (y; 2);
∞ otherwise
for any u; v∈T . It is easy to see that 1 + 2 is a metric on T and if 1; 2 are all
ultra-metrics, then 1+2 is also an ultra-metric. For any R1⊆ S1× S1 and R2⊆ S2× S2;
then the sum of R1 and R2 is
R1 ⊕ R2 = {((r; 1); (s; 1)) : rR1s} ∪ {((r; 2); (s; 2)) : rR2s}:
If R⊆ S × S; then the restrictions of R on S1 and S2 are
res1 R = {(r; s) : (r; 1)R(s; 1)};
res2 R = {(r; s) : (r; 2)R(s; 2)};
respectively.
Proposition 2.17. (1) b1+2R1⊕R26max(b
1
R1 ; b
2
R2 ).
(2) b1res1 R6b
1+2
R ; b
2
res2 R6b
1+2
R .
(3) If !¡∞; then
∼1+2! = (∼1! ⊕ ∼2! ) ∪ {((r; 1); (s; 2)) : r ∈ S1; s ∈ S2; r → and s →};
where u → means that u t→ v does not hold for any t and v.
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Proof. Conditions (1), (2) Similar to Proposition 2.16.
(3) If r ∈ S1; s∈ S2; r → and s →; then it is easy to see that
b1+2∼1+2!
((r; 1); (s; 2))6 !
and
b1+2∼1+2!
((s; 2); (r; 1))6 !
and this yields (r; 1) ∼1+2! (s; 2) (cf. Proposition 2.5). In addition, with (1) we can
show that
∼1+2! ⊇∼1! ⊕ ∼2! :
Thus, ∼1+2! ⊇ the right side.
To prove the converse inclusion, we need the following auxiliary result:
Claim. If b1+2R ¡∞; then
R ⊆ (res1 R⊕ res2 R) ∪ {((r; 1); (s; 2)) : r ∈ S1; s ∈ S2; r → and s →}:
In fact, if (r; 1)R(s; 1), then r(res1 R)s, and (r; 1)(res1 R⊕ res2 R)(s; 1). In addition,
(r; 2)R(s; 2) implies (r; 2)(res1 R⊕ res2 R)(s; 2). If (r; 1)R(s; 2) and r a→ r′, then (r; 1)
(a;1)→ (r′; 1). Since b1+2R ¡∞, there must be b∈T2 (and s′ ∈ S2) such that
(1 + 2)((a; 1); (b; 2)) ¡ b
1+2
R + 1
(and (s; 2)
(b;2)→ (s′; 2), (r′; 1)R(s′; 2)). This contradicts (1 + 2)((a; 1); (b; 2))=∞.
Now, with Proposition 2.4(2) we obtain
b1+2∼1+2!
6 ! ¡∞:
From the above claim, it holds that
∼1+2! = (res1 ∼1+2! ⊕ res2 ∼1+2! )
∪{((r; 1); (s; 2)) : r ∈ S1; s ∈ S2; r → and s →}:
With (2), we have
res1 ∼1+2! ⊆∼1!
and
res2 ∼1+2! ⊆∼2! :
Consequently, ∼1+2! ⊆ the right side and we complete the proof.
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Remark. For the case of !=∞, the conclusion of Proposition 2.17(3) does not hold.
In fact,
∼1+2∞ = S × S ⊃ {((r; 1); (s; 1)) : r; s ∈ S1} ∪ {((r; 2); (s; 2)) : r; s ∈ S2}
=∼1∞ ⊕ ∼2∞ :
Let 1 = (S1; T; { t→1 : t ∈T1}) and 2 = (S2; T; { t→2 : t ∈T2}) be two labelled transition
systems over the same labelling set T ,
S = (S1 × {1}) ∪ (S2 × {2})
and
t→ = {((s; 1); (s′; 1)) : s t→1 s′} ∪ {((s; 2); (s′; 2)) : s t→2 s′}
for every t ∈T . Then 1+T 2 = (S; T; { t→ : t ∈T}) is called the T -sum of 1 and 2 (cf.
[32, De4nition 2:2:12]). Furthermore, we suppose that T is equipped with a metric .
Proposition 2.18. (1) b1+T 2R1⊕R2 6max(b
1
R1 ; b
2
R2 ).
(2) b1res1 R6b
1+T 2
R ; b
2
res2 R6b
1+T 2
R .
(3) ∼1+T 2! ⊇∼1! ⊕ ∼2! .
Proof. Similar to Proposition 2.17.
Let T =
⋃
i∈I Ti, and let i be a metric on Ti for each i∈ I . For any x; y∈T , a
sequence
x0
i0→ x1 i1→· · · in−2→ xn−1 in−2→ xn
is called a path from x to y if x0 = x, xn=y, and for every k6n − 1, xk ; xk+1 ∈Tik .
Thus, for any x; y∈T , we may de4ne(⊕
i∈I
i
)
(x; y) = inf
{ ∑
k6n−1
ik (xk ; xk+1):
x0
i0→ x1 i1→· · · in−2→ xn−1 in−2→ xn is a path from x to y
}
:
Especially, if there is no path from x to y, then (
⊕
i∈I i) (x; y)=∞. It is easy to
show that
⊕
i∈I i is a pseudo-metric on T . In general,
⊕
i∈I i is not necessary to be
a metric. For example, if
T1 = {0+} ∪
{
1
n
: n¿ 1
}
;
T2 = {0−} ∪
{
1
n
: n¿ 1
}
;
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and 1, 2 are the restrictions of the usual (Euclidean) metric on the real line to T1
and T2 (here 0+ and 0− are all seen as 0), respectively, then (1⊕ 2)(0+; 0−)= 0
(however, here 0+ and 0− are two distinct elements).
Now, let i =(Si; Ti; { t→i : t ∈Ti}) be a labelled transition system (i=1; 2),
S = (S1 × {1}) ∪ (S2 × {2});
T = T1 ∪ T2, and
t→ = {((s; 1); (s′; 1)) : s t→1 s′} ∪ {((s; 2); (s′; 2)) : s t→2 s′}
for every t ∈T . Then 1⊕ 2 = (S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) is called the circular sum of 1 and
2 (cf. [32, De4nition 2:2:14]). Moreover, let 1; 2 be two metrics on T1 and T2,
respectively.
Proposition 2.19. (1) b1⊕2R1⊕R26max(b
1
R1 ; b
2
R2 ).
(2) ∼1⊕2! ⊇∼1! ⊕∼2! .
Proof. Similar to Proposition 2.17.
Remark. Generally, b1res1 R6b
1⊕2
R and b
2
res2 R6b
1⊕2
R do not hold. Let T1 =T2 be the
real line, 1 be the usual metric and 2 = 1=2. Consider the transitional semantics of
basic process calculus with T1 =T2 as its set of action names (see [17] for details;
also see the 4rst part of Section 4 for a brief introduction). If R= {((2:0; 1); (4:0; 1))},
where 0 def=
∑
i∈I Ei, then b
1⊕2
R =1¡2= b
1
res1 R.
3. Hennessy–Milner logical characterization of bisimulation indexes
In this section, we aim at describing bisimulation indexes in the style of Hennessy–
Milner logic. So, this section is actually a generalization of Sections 10:2 and 10:3 in
[17]. To give a logical characterization of bisimulation indexes, we 4rst establish a
strati4cation of !-bisimilarity as what was done in [17, Section 10:2] for bisimilarity.
Denition 3.1. Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a transition system and !∈ [0;∞). Then
the functional ]! (]
!, for short): 2S×S → 2S×S is de4ned as follows: for any R⊆ S × S,
]!(R) = {(s1; s2): for any & ¿ ! and for any t ∈ T;
(i) whenever s1
t→ s′1 then for some u∈T and s′2 ∈ S, s2 u→ s′2; s′1Rs′2 and (t; u)¡&;
(ii) whenever s2
t→ s′2 then for some u∈T and s′1 ∈ S; s1 u→ s′1; s′1Rs′2 and (t; u)¡&}.
Proposition 3.1. (1) ]! is monotonic.
(2) R is a !-bisimulation i5 R⊆ ]!(R).
(3) ∼! is the largest :xed-point of ]!.
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Proof. (1) Clear from the de4nition of ]!.
(2) R is a !-bisimulation i3 bR6! i3 for any (s1; s2)∈R, bR(s1; s2)6! and
bR−1 (s2; s1)6!. By a simple calculation it is easy to show that bR(s1; s2) and bR−1 (s2; s1)
6! i3 (s1; s2)∈ ]!(R).
(3) With Corollary 2.3(3) we know that ∼! is the greatest !-bisimulation. Hence,
it holds that ∼!⊆ ]!(∼!) and ]!(∼!)⊆ ]!(]!(∼!)) from (1) and (2). Furthermore,
]!(∼!) is also a !-bisimulation, ]!(∼!)⊆ ∼!, and ∼! is a 4xed-point of ]!. Since any
4xed-point of ]! must be a !-bisimulation, it is included in ∼! and ∼! is the greatest
4xed-point of ]!.
Denition 3.2. Let !∈ [0;∞). Then ∼3! (3∈On, the class of ordinal numbers) are
de4ned inductively as follows:
(i) ∼0! = S×S;
(ii) ∼3+1! = ]!(∼3! ); and
(iii) ∼3! =
⋂
'¡3 ∼' if 3∈OnII (the class of limit ordinals).
Proposition 3.2. (1) '6$ implies ∼$ ⊆ ∼'.
(2) ∼! =
⋂
3∈On ∼3! .
Proof. Similar to Proposition 10:1 in [17].
Now, we introduce a modal logical language similar to ‘ in [17, Section 10:3].
Denition 3.3. Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a transition system and !∈ [0;∞). Then
the modal logical language $; ! is the smallest class of symbol strings satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) if F ∈ $; !, t˜ ∈T ∗ and &¿! then 〈t˜; &〉F ∈ $; !;
(2) if F ∈ $; ! then ¬F ∈ $; !; and
(3) if I is an indexing set and Fi ∈ $; ! for every i∈ I then
∧
i∈I Fi ∈ $; !.
$; ! is often abbreviated to $! if  may be known from the context.
Denition 3.4. Let =(S; T; { t→: t ∈T}) be a transition system and  a metric on T ,
and let !∈ [0;∞). Then the satisfaction |= between S and $! with respect to  is
de4ned inductively as follows:
(2.1) s |= 〈t˜; &〉F if there are u˜∈T ∗ and s′ ∈ S such that s u˜→ s′, (t˜; u˜)¡& and s′ |=F ;
(2.2) s |=¬F if s |=F does not hold; and
(2.3) s |=∧i∈I Fi if s |=Fi for every i∈ I .
Also we can provide a strati4cation for the language $!.
Denition 3.5. (1) For any F ∈ $!, the depth d(F)∈On of F is de4ned as follows:
(i) d(〈t˜; &〉F)=d(F) + 1;
(ii) d(¬F)=d(F); and
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(iii) d(
∧
i∈I Fi)= supi∈I d(Fi).
(2) $3! = {F ∈ $! :d(F)63} for any 3∈On.
Then we are able to present our main results in this section.
Proposition 3.3. Let  be an ultra-metric or !=0. Then
(1) For any 3∈On; s1 ∼3! s2 i5 for any F ∈ $3! ; s1 |=F i5 s2 |=F .
(2) s1 ∼! s2 i5 for any F ∈ $!; s1 |=F i5 s2 |=F .
Proof. Condition (2) is immediate from (1) and Proposition 3.2(2), so it suSces to
prove (1). We proceed by trans4nite induction on 3.
If 3=0, then $3! = {true; false} (up to logical equivalence) and the conclusion is
obviously correct.
Suppose that 3= ' + 1 and the conclusion holds for '. First, we use induction on
the structure of F to show that if s1 ∼! s2 then s1 |=F i3 s2 |=F for any F ∈ $3! .
Case 1: F = 〈t˜; &〉G. If s1 |=F , then there are u˜∈T ∗ and s′1 ∈ S such that s1 u˜→ s′1,
(t˜; u˜)¡& and s′1 |=G. Since F ∈ $3! , &¿!, and s1∼3! s2 leads to that there are v˜∈T ∗
and s′2 ∈ S such that s2 v˜→ s′2, s′1∼'! s′2, and (u˜; v˜)¡& when  is an ultra-metric or
(u˜; v˜)¡&−(t˜; u˜) when !=0. Then from G ∈ $'! , s′1 |=G and the induction hypothesis
for ' we obtain s′2 |=G. In addition, if  is an ultra-metric then
(t˜; v˜)6 max((t˜; u˜); (u˜; v˜)) ¡ &
and if !=0 then
(t˜; v˜)6 (t˜; u˜) + (u˜; v˜) ¡ &:
So, s2 |= 〈t˜; &〉G=F .
Case 2: F =¬G or ∧i∈I Gi. Immediate from the induction hypothesis for G or
Gi (i∈ I).
Secondly, we show that s1∼3! s2 if for any F ∈ $3! , s1 |=F i3 s2 |=F . If not so, i.e.,
s1∼3! s2 does not hold, then there are &¿! and t˜ ∈T ∗ such that s1
t˜→ s′1 and for all
u˜∈T ∗ and s′2 ∈ S, s2 u˜→ s′2 and (t˜; u˜)¡& implies that s′1 ∼'! s′2 does not hold (or the
symmetric). Now, for any u˜∈T ∗ and s′2 ∈ S with s2 u˜→ s′2 and (t˜; u˜)¡&; it does not
hold that s′1∼'! s′2; and with the induction hypothesis we know that there is G(u˜; s′2)∈ $'!
such that s′1 |=G(u˜; s′2) but s′2 |=G(u˜; s′2) does not hold. We put
F = 〈t˜; &〉 ∧ {G(u˜; s′2) : u˜ ∈ T ∗; S ′2 ∈ S; s2 u˜→ s′2; and (t˜; u˜) ¡ &}:
Then for any u˜∈T ∗ and s′2 ∈ S with s2 u˜→ s′2 and (t˜; u˜)¡&; s′1 |=G(u˜; s′2); and further-
more
s′1 |=
∧{G(u˜; s2) : u˜ ∈ T ∗; S ′2 ∈ S; s2 u˜→ s′2 and (t˜; u˜) ¡ &}:
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In addition, s1
t˜→ s′1 and (t˜; t˜)= 0¡&; so s1 |=F: On the other hand, s2 |=F does not
hold, this contradicts that s1 |=F i3 s2 |=F: In fact, if s2 |=F; then there are v˜∈T ∗ and
r2 ∈ S such that s2 v˜→ r2 and (t˜; v˜)¡& and
r2 |=
∧{G(u˜; s′2) : u˜ ∈ T ∗; S ′2 ∈ S; s2 u˜→ s′2 and (t˜; u˜) ¡ &}:
However, r2 |=G(v˜; r2) does not hold, and furthermore also
r2 |=
∧{G(u˜; s′2) : u˜ ∈ T ∗; S ′2 ∈ S; s2 u˜→ s′2; and (t˜; u˜)6 &}
does not hold, a contradiction.
Let 3∈OnII : If s1∼3! s2; then we also may use induction on the structure of F to
show that s1 |=F i3 s2 |=F for each F ∈ $3! : If F = 〈t˜; &〉G; then d(F)=d(G) + 163;
and d(F)¡3 because 3∈OnII : With the induction hypothesis for d(F)¡3; we know
that the conclusion holds. If F =¬G or ∧i∈IGi then the conclusion comes directly from
the induction hypothesis for G or Gi (i∈ I): Conversely, if for any F ∈ $3!; s1 |=F i3
s2 |=F; then for every '¡3; and for every F ∈ $'!; s1 |=F i3 s2 |=F because $'! ⊆ $3!;
and from the induction hypothesis we obtain s1∼'! s2: Therefore, s1∼3! s2.
4. Strong bisimulation indexes
In the last two sections we discussed bisimulation index in a general labelled tran-
sition system. In this section and the next two we consider bisimulation index in the
basic (asynchronous) process calculus. First, we brieUy review the syntax and the tran-
sitional semantics of the basic process calculus; for details we refer to [17]. Recall that
in the language of the basic process calculus, we have a set 7 of action names, a set ℵ
of agent variables and a set  of agent constants as primitive symbols. O7= { Oa : a∈7}
is the set of co-names of actions, 8=7∪ O7 is the set of labels and Act=8∪{:}
is the set of actions, where : stands for the silent action. A relabelling function f
is a mapping from 8 into itself such that f( Ol)=f(l) for every l∈8: Thus, the set
@ of agent expressions is the smallest set of symbol strings satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) ℵ;⊆ @;
(2) if ∈Act and E ∈ @; then :E ∈ @;
(3) if I is an indexing set and Ei ∈ @ (i∈ I); then <i∈IEi ∈ @;
(4) if E1; E2 ∈ @; then E1 |E2 ∈ @;
(5) if E ∈ @ and L⊆8; then E\L∈ @; and
(6) if E ∈ @ and f is a relabelling function, then E[f]∈ @:
The agent expressions without agent variables are called agents and the set of agents
is denoted by ˝: For any A∈; we suppose that there is a de4ning equation A def= P
of A; where P ∈˝:
Recall that by the term a labelled transition system we mean a triple (S; T; { t→: t∈T})
in which S and T are two sets whose elements are called states and transition la-
bels, respectively, and t→ is a binary relation on S, called the transition relation with
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label t; for each t ∈T: The transitional semantics of the basic process calculus is the
labelled transition system (@; Act; { →: ∈Act}); where → (∈Act) are given by the
following transition rules:
Act
:E →E
Sumj Ej
→E′j
(j∈ I)∑
i∈IEi
→E′j
Com1 E
→E′
E |F →E′ |F
Com2 F
→F ′
E |F →E |F ′
Com3 E
l→E′ F Ol→F ′
E |F :→E′ |F ′
Res E →E′
(; O =∈L)
E\L →E′\L
Rel E →E′
E[f]
f()→ E′[f]
Con P →P′
(A def= P)
A →P′
If for some 1; : : : ; n ∈Act (n∈!); E 1→· · · n→E′; then E′ is called a derivative
of E: Let L⊆8: If the actions of P and all its derivatives lie in L∪{:}; then L is a
sort of P: A binary relation S on ˝ is a strong bisimulation if PSQ implies, for all
∈Act;
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some Q′; Q →Q′ and P′SQ′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some P′; P →P′ and P′SQ′:
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P and Q in ˝ are said to be strongly bisimilar, denoted as P∼Q; if PSQ for some
strong bisimulation S; i.e.,
∼= ⋃ {all strong bisimulations}:
In this section we are mainly concerned with bisimulation index in the labelled tran-
sition system (˝;Act; { →: ∈Act}); where → (∈Act) are the restrictions on ˝ of
those corresponding transition relations on @ de4ned above. It is called strong bisimu-
lation index.
Let  be a metric on 7: Then it may be naturally extended to act on Act in the
following way: for any a; b∈7;
act(:; :) = 0;
act(a; b) = act( Oa; Ob) = (a; b);
(:; b) = (a; :) = (:; Ob) = ( Oa; :) = (a; Ob) = ( Oa; b) =∞:
It is easy to know that act is a metric on Act; and act is an ultra-metric provided 
is an ultra-metric. For simplicity, we shall write  in the place of act in the sequel.
Now it is a good time to answer the questions raised in Section 1 by using the
concepts introduced here.
Example 4.1. Let us consider the example of vending machine in Section 1. We set
RF = {(C; F); (Coca-Cola:collect:C; Fanta:collect:F); (collect:C; collect:F)}
and
RS = {(C; S); (Coca-Cola:collect:C; soap:collect:S); (collect:C; collect:S)}:
With 1 it is easy to obtain bRF =1¡∞= bRS by a simple calculation. Furthermore,
C ∼1 F and C ∼1 S: In addition, let
R= {(C−; C); (Coca-Cola:collect:C−;Coca-Cola:collect:C);
(collect:C−; collect:C)}
and
R+ = {(C−; C+); (Coca-Cola:collect:C−;Coca-Cola:collect:C+);
(collect:C−; collect:C+)}:
Then we have bR=0:2¡0:7= bR+ and C
−∼0:2 C and C− ∼0:2 C+:
Example 4.2. We consider the example of solving the equation y2 = x in Section 1.
Let
R1 = {(S; I1)} ∪ {(if v ¡ 0 then Oy(none):S + if v¿ 0 then Oy(
√
v):S;
if v ¡ 0 then Oy(none):I1 + if v¿ 0 then Oy([
√
v]5):I1): v ∈ E1}
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and
R2 = {(S; I2)} ∪ {(if v ¡ 0 then Oy(none):S + if v¿ 0 then Oy(
√
v):S;
if v ¡ 0 then Oy(none):I2 + if v¿ 0 then Oy([
√
v]10):I2): v ∈ E1};
where E1 stands for the real line. If we put (y(a); y(b))= |a − b| for any a; b∈E1;
then bR1 = 10
−5¿10−10 = bR2 ; S ∼10−10 I2 and S ∼10−10 I1:
The purpose of the remainder of this section is to establish some fundamental prop-
erties of strong bisimulation index and the corresponding strong bisimilarity with pa-
rameter.
Denition 4.1. Let V be a nonempty set, called the set of action variables, and V ∩Act
=: Then the set B of agent schemas over V is the smallest set of symbol strings
ful4lling the following conditions:
(1) if E ∈˝; then E ∈B and Av(E)=;
(2) if E ∈B and x∈V − Av(E); then x:E ∈B and Av(x:E)= {x}∪Av(E);
(3) if I is an indexing set, Ei ∈B (i∈ I); and for any i; j∈ I with i = j; Av(Ei)∩Av(Ej)
=; then
∑
i∈IEi ∈B and Av(
∑
i∈IEi)=
⋃
i∈IAv(Ei);
(4) if E1; E2 ∈B and Av(E1)∩Av(E2)=; then E1 |E2 ∈B and Av(E1 |E2)=Av(E1)
∪Av(E2);
(5) if E ∈B and L⊆8; then E\L∈B and Av(E\L)=Av(E); and
(6) if E ∈B and f is a relabelling function, then E[f]∈B and Av(E[f])=Av(E):
More intuitively, agent schemas are those expressions in which action variables at
di3erent places must be di3erent such that they can be put in with arbitrary actions
to construct an agent expression, and Av(E) is the set of action places (occurring
syntactically) in E:
Denition 4.2. Let E ∈B: If ’∈ActV ; i.e., ’ is a mapping from V into Act which
associates an action variable with an action, then E{’}∈˝ is the resulted agent of
replacing each occurrence of x∈V in E by ’(x) and it is de4ned inductively as
follows:
(1) if E ∈˝; then E{’}≡E;
(2) (x:E){’}≡’(x):E{’};
(3) (
∑
i∈IEi){’}≡
∑
i∈IEi{’};
(4) (E1 |E2){’}≡E1{’} |E2{’};
(5) (E\L){’}≡E{’}\L; and
(6) (E[f]){’}≡E{’}[f]:
Clearly, if ’1 |Av(E) (the restriction of ’1 over Av(E))=’2 |Av(E); then E{’1}≡
E{’2}:
Let (X; ) be a metric space, Y ⊆X and !¿0; and let f be a mapping from X
into itself. If for any x; y∈X; x∈Y and (x; y)6! implies y∈Y; then Y is said to be
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!-round; if for some '¿!; Y is '-round, then Y is said to be strongly !-round, and
if for any x; y∈X; (f(x); f(y))6(x; y); then  is said to be non-expansive.
Remark. !-roundness is a quite rigorous condition. In the real line, if !¿0; then we
only have two !-round sets, one is the empty set and the other is the real line itself.
In general, however, it is not the same case as in the real line. For example, if {Xi}i∈I
is a partition of X; i.e., X =
⋃
i∈I Xi and {Xi}i∈I is pairwise disjoint, and (x; y)¿'
for any x; y∈X with x∈Xi and y∈Xj (i = j); then each Xi is !-round for every !6':
Denition 4.3. Let E ∈B: If each x∈Av(E) 4ts the following conditions:
(1) x does not occur in any subagent of E of the form E1 |E2;
(2) if x occurs in a subagent E′\L of E; then L is !-round; and
(3) if x occurs in a subagent E′[f] of E; then f is nonexpansive,
then E is said to be !-defended. If we eliminate condition (1), then E is weakly
!-defended.
The following proposition argues that the di3erence between two agents generated
from the same agent schema does not exceed the di3erence between actions at the
corresponding positions. In [16], two distinct actions are seen as completely irrelevant,
so two agents generated from the same schema are not bisimilar unless they are the
same agent.
Proposition 4.1 (Substitutivity for actions). Let E ∈B and ’1; ’2 ∈ActV and
! = sup
x∈Av(E)
(’1(x); ’2(x)):
If E is !-defended; then E{’1}∼! E{’2}:
Proof. Let
S = {(E{’1}; E{’2}) : E ∈ B is !-defended}:
Now, we demonstrate the following claim by induction on the structure of E:
Claim. Suppose that E ∈B is !-defended. If E{’1} →F ′; then there are D∈Act and
!-defended E′ ∈B such that F ′≡E′{’1}; E{’2} D→E′{’2} and (; D)6!:
(1) If E ∈˝; then E{’2}≡E≡E{’1} →F ′: We may put D=  and E′≡F ′ (note
that every P ∈˝ is !-defended).
(2) If E≡ x:E′; then E{’1}≡’1(x):E′{’1}; =’1(x) and F ′≡E′{’1}: Thus,
E{’2} ≡ ’2(x):E′{’2} ’2(x)→ E′{’2}:
Let D=’2(x): Then (; D)6!:
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(3) If E≡∑i∈IEi; then there is some i0 ∈ I such that Ei0{’1} →F ′: With the induc-
tion hypothesis, we have some D∈Act and !-defended E′ ∈B with F ′≡E′{’1}; Ei0
{’2} D→E′{’2} and (; D)6!: It suSces to note that
E{’2} ≡
∑
i∈I
Ei{’2} D→E′{’2}:
(4) Let E≡G\L: If Av(E)=; then it is similar to (1). If not so, then L is !-round,
G{’1}\L≡E{’1} →F ′ and there exists G′ ∈˝ such that F ′≡G′\L; G{’1} →G′
and  =∈L∪ OL. By the induction hypothesis we know that there must be D∈Act and
!-defended H ′ ∈B such that G′≡H ′{’1}; G{’2} D→H ′{’2} and (′; D′)6!: Since
L is !-round, it follows that D =∈L∪ OL: Then
E{’2} ≡ G{’2}\L D→H ′{’2}\L ≡ (H ′\L){’2}:
Now, it suSces to set E′≡H ′\L:
(5) Let E≡G[f]: If Av(E) =; then f is nonexpansive, G{’1}[f]≡E{’1} →F ′
and there exist ′ ∈Act and G′ ∈˝ such that =f(′); G{’1} 
′
→G′ and F ′≡G′[f]:
Now, the induction hypothesis asserts that there are D′ ∈Act and !-defended H ′ ∈B
such that G′≡H ′{’1}; G{’2} D
′
→H ′{’2} and (′; D′)6!: Let D=f(D′) and E′≡
H ′[f]. Then
F ′ ≡ G′[f] ≡ H ′{’1}[f] ≡ H ′[f]{’1} ≡ E′{’1};
E{’2} ≡ G[f]{’2} ≡ G{’2}[f] D→H ′{’2}[f] ≡ H ′[f]{’2} ≡ E′{’2}
and (; D)6(′; D′)6!:
Finally, from the above claim, it is easy to know that bS6! and E{’1}∼! E{’2}.
The following example explains necessity of the conditions in Proposition 4.1.
Example 4.3. Let 7 be the real line equipped with the usual metric.
(1) If E≡ (x:0)\{1}; ’1(x)= 1 and ’2(x)= 0:9; then E{’1}∼! E{’2} does not hold
for any !¡∞:
(2) If E≡ x:0 |y:0; ’1(x)= 1; ’1(y)= O1; ’2(x)= 1 and ’2(y)= 0:9; then for any
!¡∞; E{’1} ∼! E{’2}.
(3) If E≡ (x:0)[f]; f[a] = 2a for each real number a; ’1(x)= 0 and ’2(x)= 1; then
E{’1} ∼1 E{’2}:
Naturally, we may propose the following
Conjecture (The !-∞ law): For any E ∈B and ’1; ’2 ∈ActV ; if
! = sup
x∈Av(E)
(’1(x); ’2(x));
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then
(1) for any '¡∞; E{’1} ∼' E{’2}; or
(2) E{’1}∼! E{’2}:
However, the following counter-example demonstrates that this conjecture does not
hold in general.
Example 4.4. Let 7 be as in Example 4.3, and let E≡ x1:0 | (x2:0+ x3:0); ’1(x1)= O1;
’1(x2)= 1; ’1(x3)= 0:9; ’2(x1)= O1; ’2(x2)= 1:5 and ’2(x3)= 1: Then
sup
x∈Av(E)
(’1(x); ’2(x)) = 0:5;
E{’1} ≡ O1:0 | (1:0+ 0:9:0);
E{’2} ≡ O1:0 | (1:5:0+ 1:0);
E{’1}∼0:6 E{’2}. This indicates that (1) in the above conjecture does not hold. At
the same time we have E{’1} ∼0:5 E{’2}. This means that (2) in the above conjecture
is not true too.
On the other hand, we have
Example 4.5. E ≡ x:0 |y:0 satis4es the !−∞ law.
So an very interesting open problem is to 4nd a certain condition on E, as general
as possible, which validates the !−∞ law.
Denition 4.4. Let P ∈˝ and !¿0.
(1) If P →P′ and (; D)¡! always implies P D→P′, then P is said to be !-round.
(2) If P and all its derivatives are !-round, then P is !-strongly round.
Proposition 4.2. If H is a sort of P (see the de:nition given at the beginning of this
section or [17; De:nition 2:1]);
! = sup
∈H
inf
D =∈L∪ OL
(; D);
and for some &¿!; P is &-strongly round; then P\L∼! P.
Proof. Let
S = {(Q\L; Q) :Q ∈ ˝ is &-strongly round and it has H as a sort}:
We want to show that bS6!. In fact, for any '∈ (!; &), if Q →Q′, then ∈H . From
'¿!, we have
inf
D =∈L∪ OL
(; D) ¡ '
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and there exists D =∈ L ∪ OL such that (; D)¡'. Since D =∈ L ∪ OL and Q is &-strongly
round, Q
D→Q′; Q\L D→Q′\L; Q′ is also &-strongly round and (Q′\L)SQ′. So bS(Q\L;
Q′; )6(; D)¡' and bS(Q;Q\L)6'. In addition, it is easy to know that bS(Q\L; Q)
= 0. Thus, bS6'. By noticing arbitrariness of ', we obtain bS6!.
Proposition 4.3. If H;K are respective sorts of P and Q;
! = sup
∈H∩ OK
inf
D =∈L∪ OL
(; D);
and for some &¿!; P and Q are all &-strongly round; then (P |Q)\L ∼! P\L |Q\L.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.4. If H is a sort of P; then
P[f] ∼sup∈H (f();f′()) P[f′]:
Proof. We put
S = {(Q[f]; Q[f′]) :Q ∈ ˝ has H as a sort}
and it is easy to show that bS6 sup∈H (f(); f
′()).
By a careful analysis, we may 4nd the above three propositions are generalizations
of Propositions 4:6(4), (7) and (9) in [17], respectively; but the appearances of the
former are quite di3erent from the later.
Proposition 4.5 (The Substitutivity Laws). Let P1∼! P2. Then
(1) 1:P1∼max(!; (1 ;2)) 2:P2.
(2) P1\L∼! P2\L if L is strongly !-round.
(3) P1[f]∼! P2[f] if f is nonexpansive.
Let P1i∼!i P2i (i∈ I). Then
(4)
∑
i∈IP1i∼maxi∈I !i
∑
i∈IP2i.
Proof. Conditions (1) and (4) come from Proposition 2.5.
(2) Put S = {(P1\L; P2\L) :P1∼!P2} and show that bS6!.
(3) Similar to (2).
The following example shows that composition does not satisfy the substitutivity
with respect to strong bisimilarity with parameter.
Example 4.6. Let P1≡
∑∞
i=1(1=n):0 and P2 ≡ 0:0+ P1. Then P1∼0 P2 but P1 | 0:0∼!
P2 | 0:0 does not hold for any !¡∞.
Corollary 4.6. If P∼!i Pi (i∈ I); then :P∼!
∑
i∈I i:Pi; where != sup{!i; (; i) : i
∈ I}.
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Proof. With Proposition 4.5(1), we have
:P ∼max(!i ;(;i)) i:Pi (i ∈ I):
Thus, it holds that
∑
i∈I P∼!
∑
i∈I i :Pi from Proposition 4.5(4). Furthermore, with
Proposition 4.7(3) (more precisely, its in4nite version) in [17] we obtain
∑
i∈I :P∼:P,
and we complete the proof with Proposition 2.4.
Remark. As an inverse of Proposition 4.1, we guess that if !¡∞; P∼! Q (and
P; Q contain no Constants), then there exist Q′ ∈˝; E ∈B and ’; ’′ ∈ActV such
that P∼Q′; Q ≡ E{’}; Q′ ≡ E{’′} and for any x∈Av(E); (’(x); ’′(x))6!.
From the above corollary, however, we have
Example 4.7. 0:0 + 1:0∼0:5 0:5:0. On the other hand, it is easy to know that for any
real number a; 0:0+ 1:0∼ a:0 does not hold.
This simple example says that our conjecture stated in the above remark is not
true and the complexity of strong bisimilarity with parameter considerably exceeds our
original expectations.
If E˜ and X˜ are indexed families of agent expressions and (distinct) variables, re-
spectively, then {E˜=X˜ } stands for the operation which simultaneously replaces all oc-
currences of X ∈ X˜ by the corresponding E ∈ E˜.
Denition 4.5. Let !¿0, and E; F contain variables X˜ at most. If for all indexed
sets P˜ of agents, E{P˜=X˜ }∼! F{P˜=X˜ }, then E∼! F .
In what follows, we need the following de4nition. It is similar to De4nition 4.3.
Denition 4.6. Let X be an agent variable, E an agent expression and !¿0. If
(1) X does not appear in any subexpression of E of the form E1 |E2,
(2) if X appears in a subexpression E′\L of E, then L is !-round, and
(3) if X appears in a subexpresion E′[f] of E, then f is non-expansive,
then X is said to be !-defended in E. Moreover, if condition (1) is given up, then X
is weakly !-defended in E.
Proposition 4.7 (Recursion). Let A˜ def= E˜{A˜=X˜ }; B˜ def= E˜{B˜=X˜ } and E˜∼! F˜ ; and let 
be an ultra-metric or !=0. For any '¿!; if X˜ are '-defended in E˜ and F˜ ; then
A˜∼' B˜.
Proof. We set
S = {(G{A˜=X˜ }; G{B˜=X˜ }):
G contains at most variables X˜ and X˜ are '-defended in G}:
To prove the following:
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Claim. If G{A˜=X˜ } →P′, then for some D; Q′ and Q′′; G{B˜=X˜ } D→Q′′∼! Q′; P′SQ′
and (; D)6'.
We proceed by transition induction. In other words, we have to consider the cases
of G ∈˝; G ∈ X˜ ; G ≡ :G′; G≡∑i∈IGi; G≡G′\L and G ≡ G′[f]. Here, we
only deal with the case of G ∈ X˜ . The remaining cases are similar to the proof of
Proposition 4.1 except that we need to use Propositions 4.5(2) and (3) in the last two
cases.
If G≡X ∈ X˜ , then A ≡ G{A˜=X˜ } →P′ and E{A˜=X˜ } →P′. By the induction hy-
pothesis, we may 4nd some D′; Q′ and H such that E{B˜=X˜ } D
′
→H ∼! Q′; P′SQ′ and
(; D)¡'. Now, E{B˜=X˜ }∼! F{B˜=X˜ }, and there must be some D and Q′′ such that
F{B˜=X˜ } D→Q′′∼! H and (D′; D)¡' because !¡' (cf. Proposition 2.5). From the
rule Con, it holds that G{B˜=X˜ } ≡ B D→Q′′. In addition, if  is an ultra-metric, then it
follows that
(; D)6max((; D′); (D′; D))¡'
and Q′′∼! Q′ (cf. Proposition 2.4(2)). For the case of !=0, since (; D′)¡', we can
choose some D such that (D′; D)¡' − (; D′). Then
(; D)6(; D′) + (D′; D)¡':
With Proposition 2.4(1), we also have Q′′∼! Q′.
From the above claim, we obtain bS; !6', which yields S ⊆ ∼! (cf. Proposition
2.7(2)).
Similar to the conjecture after Example 4.3, we propose the following:
Conjecture (The weak !−∞ law): Let A˜ def= E˜{A˜=X˜ }; B˜ def= E˜{B˜=X˜ } and E˜∼! F˜ , and
let  be an ultra-metric or !=0. For any '¿!, if E˜ and F˜ are weakly '-defended,
then
(1) for any &¡∞; A˜ ∼& B˜, or
(2) A˜∼' B˜.
Recall that X is weakly guarded in E if each occurrence of X is within some
subexpression :F of E.
Lemma 4.8. If the variables X˜ are !-defended and weakly guarded in E; and
E{P˜=X˜ } →P′; then for some expression E′ in which X˜ are !-defended; P′ ≡ E{P˜=X˜ }
and for any Q˜; E{Q˜=X˜ } →E′{Q˜=X˜ }.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4:13 in [17].
Proposition 4.9 (Uniqueness of solutions of equations). Let E˜ contain at most the vari-
ables X˜ ; let each X ∈ X˜ be weakly guarded in each E ∈ E˜; let P˜∼! E˜{P˜=X˜ } and
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Q˜∼! E˜{Q˜=X˜ }; and let  be an ultra-metric or !=0. For any '¿!; if each X ∈ X˜ is
'-defended in each E ∈ E˜; then P˜∼' Q˜.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.7 we set
S = {(G{P˜=X˜ }; G{P˜=X˜ }):
G contains at most variables X˜ and X˜ are '-defended in G}
and demonstrate the following.
Claim. If G{P˜=X˜ } →P′, then for some D and Q′; G{Q˜=X˜ } D→Q′; P′∼! S ∼! Q′ and
(; D)6'.
We only consider the case of G≡X ∈ X˜ here because the other cases are similar to
the corresponding ones in the proof of Proposition 4.7. If G≡X , then G{P˜=X˜ }≡P →
P′, and P∼! E{P˜=X˜ } and Proposition 2.5 lead to that for some G and P′′; E{P˜=X˜ } G→P′′
∼! P′ and (; G)¡'. Furthermore, Lemma 4.8 tells us that for some E′; P′′≡E′{P˜=X˜ };
E{Q˜=X˜ } G→E′{Q˜=X˜ } and X˜ are '-defended in E′. Using Proposition 2.5 once again
we obtain
G{Q˜=X˜ } ≡ Q D→Q′ ∼! E′{Q˜=X˜ }
and (D; G)¡' if  is an ultra-metric or (D; G)¡'− (; G) if !=0, for some D and
Q′ because Q∼! E{Q˜=X˜ }. Thus,
(; D)6 max((; G); (G; D))¡'
if  is an ultra-metric, and
(; D)6 (; G) + (G; D) ¡ (; G) + (' − (; G)) = '
if !=0.
To conclude this section we propose:
Conjecture (The weak ! −∞ law): Let E˜ contain at most the variables X˜ , let each
X ∈ X˜ be weakly guarded in each E ∈ E˜, and let P˜∼! E˜{P˜=X˜ } and Q˜∼! E˜{Q˜=X˜ }.
For any '¿!, if each X ∈ X˜ is weakly !−defended in each E ∈ E˜, then
(1) for any &¡∞; P˜ ∼& Q˜, or
(2) P˜∼' Q˜.
5. (Weak) Bisimulation indexes
Recall that for any
t = 1 : : : n ∈ Act∗ =
⋃
n∈!
Actn;
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we de4ne tˆ to be the sequence gained by delecting all occurrences of : from t and
t⇒ = ( :→)∗ 1→( :→)∗ : : : ( :→)∗ n→( :→)∗;
where ( :→)∗ is the reUexive and transitive closure of :→, i.e.,
( :→)∗ = ⋃
n∈!
( :→)n:
A binary relation S on ˝ is a (weak) bisimulation if PSQ implies, for all ∈Act,
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some Q′; Q ˆ⇒Q′ and P′SQ′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some P′; P ˆ⇒P′ and P′SQ′.
P and Q in ˝ are said to be (weakly) bisimilar, denoted as P ≈ Q, if PSQ for some
bisimulation S, i.e.,
≈= ⋃ {all bisimulations}:
Denition 5.1. Let S ⊆ ˝×˝,
wbS(Q; P′; ) = inf{(; D) : D∈Act with ∃Q′ ∈˝ s:t: Q Dˆ⇒Q′ and P′SQ′}
and
wbS(P;Q) = sup{wbS(Q; P′; ): P′ ∈˝ and  ∈ Act with P →P′}
for any P; P′; Q∈˝ and ∈Act. Then
wbS = sup{max[bS(P;Q); bS−1 (Q; P)]: PSQ}
is called the (weak) bisimulation index of S.
An alternative version of the above de4nition is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let =(˝;8∗; { t⇒: t ∈8∗}); and let
(k1 : : : km; l1 : : : ln)=
{
max
i=1;:::;m
(ki; li) if m = n;
∞ otherwise
for any k1; : : : ; km; l1; : : : ; ln ∈8 (cf. Lemma 2:8). Then wbS = bS .
Proof. (1) Suppose that wbS¡!. Then for any P;Q with PSQ; wbS(P;Q)¡! and
wbS−1 (Q; P)¡!. First, we note
Claim 1.
wbS(Q; P′; :) =
{
0 if for some Q′; Q I⇒Q′ and P′SQ′;
∞ otherwise
(where I stands for the empty string).
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Secondly, we prove
Claim 2. If PSQ and P I⇒P′, then for some Q′; Q I⇒Q′ and P′SQ′.
In fact, let P :→P1 :→· · · :→Pm :→P′. Then from wbS(P;Q)¡!, it follows that
wbS(Q; P1; :)¡!. With Claim 1, we know that wbS(Q; P1; :)= 0 and there exists Q1
such that Q I⇒Q1 and P1SQ1. Repeating this procedure, we shall arrive to the conclu-
sion.
Now, we come to show that bS(P;Q)6! for any P;Q with PSQ. To this end, we
only need to prove bS(Q; P
′; k)¡! for any k = k1 : : : km ∈8∗ and P′ with P k⇒P′. Let
P I⇒P1 k1→P′1 I⇒· · · I⇒Pm km→P′m I⇒P′:
With Claim 2, we have some Q1 such that Q
I⇒Q1 and P1SQ1. Thus, wbS(P1; Q1)¡!;
wbS(Q1; P′1; k1)¡! and there are l1 ∈8 and Q′1 ∈˝ such that Q1 l1⇒Q′1; P′1SQ′1. Repeat-
edly, we can 4nd some l1; : : : ; lm ∈8 and Q1; Q′1; : : : ; Qm; Q′m ∈˝ with PiSQi; P′i SQ′i
(i=1; : : : ; m); P′SQ′ and
Q I⇒Q1 l1⇒Q′1 I⇒· · · I⇒Qm lm⇒Q′m I⇒Q′:
So
bS(Q; P
′; k)6(k; l1 : : : lm) = max
i=1;:::;m
(ki; li) ¡ !:
Dually, we also have bS−1 (Q; P)6! for any P; Q with PSQ. Furthermore, it holds
that bS6!. Since ! is arbitrary, we have b

S6wbS .
(2) Suppose that bS¡!. For any P; Q with PSQ; we have b

S (P;Q)¡! (and b

S−1 (Q;
P)¡!). We are going to prove wbS(P;Q)6!. To do this, it suSces to show that if
P′ ∈˝; ∈Act and P →P′; then wbS(Q; P′; )¡!. If = :; then P I⇒P′ and bS (Q; P′; I)
¡!. It is easy to know that
bS(Q; P
′; I)=
{
0 if for some Q′; Q I⇒Q′ and P′SQ′;
∞ otherwise:
So bS (Q; P
′; I)= 0; for some Q′; Q I⇒Q′ and P′SQ′; and wbS(Q; P′; )= 0. If  = :;
then P ⇒P′; bS (Q; P′; )¡! and for some D and Q′; Q I⇒Q′; P′SQ′ and (; D)¡!.
Thus, wbS(Q; P′; )6(; D)¡!.
From the above proposition we see that weak bisimulation index also can be treated
as bisimulation index in a certain transition system and so all results in Section 2
applies directly to weak bisimulation indexes.
Denition 5.2. (1) Let S ⊆˝×˝. If wbS6!; then S is called a !-(weak) bisimulation.
(2) ≈!=
⋃ {!-(weak) bisimulations}
is called !-(weak) bisimilarity or !-observation equivalence.
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From the above two de4nitions, it is clear that wbS6bS ; a !-strong bisimulation is
a !-(weak) bisimulation, and ∼!⊆≈!.
Denition 5.3. S is a '-(weak) bisimulation up to ≈! if PSQ implies, for all &¿'
and ;
(i) whenever P ⇒P′ then, for some D and Q′; Q Dˆ⇒Q′; (; D)¡& and P′≈! ◦ S ◦≈!
Q′; and
(ii) whenever Q ⇒Q′ then, for some D and P′; P Dˆ⇒P′; (; D)¡& and P′≈! ◦ S ◦
≈! Q′.
Proposition 5.2. (1) If S is a '-(weak) bisimulation up to ≈0; then S ⊆≈'.
(2) If  is an ultra-metric and S is a '-(weak) bisimulation up to ≈!; then
S ⊆≈max(!; ').
Proof. Cf. De4nition 2.4, Propositions 2.6 and 2.7.
The following lemma shows that :-actions after the action  in P ⇒P′ and Q ⇒Q′
in De4nition 5.3 are not as important as those before the action .
Lemma 5.3. Let  be an ultra-metric or !=0; and S be such that PSQ implies; for
all &¿' and ;
(i) whenever P :
p
→ →P′ (p¿0) then; for some D and Q′; Q Dˆ⇒Q′; (; D)¡& and
P′≈! ◦ S ◦ ≈! Q′; and
(ii) whenever Q :
p
→ →Q′ (p¿0) then; for some D and P′; P Dˆ⇒P′; (; D)¡& and
P′≈! ◦ S ◦≈! Q′.
Then S is a '-bisimulation up to ≈!.
Proof. Suppose that PSQ and P :
p
→P1 →P′1 :
q
→P′ for some p¿0 and q¿0. We want
to show that for some D and Q′; Q
Dˆ⇒Q′; (; D)¡& and P′≈! S ≈! Q′. From the
condition, we have some D and Q′1 such that (; D)¡&; Q
Dˆ⇒Q′1 and P′1 ≈! USV ≈! Q′1
for some U and V . Thus, for some r¿0 and U ′; it holds that U :
r
→U ′ and P′≈! U ′.
If r=0; then P′≈! U ′≡USV ≈! Q′1 and it suSces to take Q′≡Q′1. If r¿0; then
U :
r−1
→ :→U ′ and the condition asserts that there must be some V ′ such that V I⇒V ′
and U ′≈! ◦ S ◦≈! V ′. Again, we can 4nd some Q′ with Q′1 I⇒Q′ and V ′≈! Q′., Then
Q
Dˆ⇒Q′ and P′≈! U ′≈! ◦ S ◦≈! V ′≈! Q′.
This lemma will be used in the proof of Proposition 5.11, while the following one
is needed in the proof of Proposition 5.10.
Lemma 5.4. Let  be an ultra-metric; and S ⊆˝×˝ and PSQ implies; for all &¿'
and ;
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(i) whenever P →P′ then; for some D and Q′; Q Dˆ⇒Q′; (; D)¡& and P′∼! ◦ S ◦≈!
Q′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then; for some D and P′; P Dˆ⇒P′; (; D)¡& and P′≈! ◦ S ◦
∼!Q′.
Then S ⊆≈!.
Proof. We use induction on n to show that if PSQ and P :
p
→ →P′ then for some
D and Q′; Q
Dˆ⇒Q′; (; D)¡& and P′≈! ◦ S ◦≈! Q′. If p=0; it is clear. Assume
that P :→P1 :
p
→ →P′. From condition (i) we know that for some G; P1; Q1 and Q2;
Q
Dˆ⇒Q1; (:; G)¡& and P1∼! P2SQ2≈! Q1. Since (:; G)¡&; we must have G= :. From
P1∼! P2 and Proposition 2.5 it follows that for some D1 and P′2; P2 :
p
→ D1→P′2; (; D1)¡&
and P′∼! P′2. The induction hypothesis asserts that for some D2 and Q′2; Q2
Dˆ2⇒Q′2;
(D1; D2)¡& and P′2∼! ◦ S ◦ ≈! Q′2. Moreover, there is D′ and Q′ such that Q1
Dˆ⇒Q′;
(D2; D)¡& and Q′2≈! Q′; and this leads to Q
Dˆ⇒Q′ and
(; D) ¡ max((; D1); (D1; D2); (D2; D)) ¡ &:
Finally, using Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 we obtain S ⊆≈!.
Proposition 5.5 (Substitutivity). Let P≈! Q.
(1) If L is strongly !-round; then P\L≈! Q\L.
(2) If f is nonexpansive; then P[f]≈! Q[f].
Proof. Similar to Proposition 4.5.
A slight modi4cation of the classical example in [17, p. 152] illustrating that (weak)
bisimilarity is not preserved by summations may serve to show that !-bisimilarity is
not preserved by summations too. We know that b:0≈ ::b:0 but a:0+ b:0≈ a:0+ ::b:0
does not hold. From Propositions 2.4 and 5.1 it follows that b:0≈0 ::b:0; and a:0 +
b:0≈0 a:0 + ::b:0 does not hold. Recall that Milner [17, De4nition 7:2] introduced
the notion of observation congruence to recover the substitutivity of bisimilarity under
summations. P and Q are observation-congruent, written P=Q; if for all ∈Act;
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some Q′; Q ⇒Q′ and P′≈Q′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some P′; P ⇒P′ and P′≈Q′.
Here, in order to recover the substitutivity of !-bisimilarity under summations we
introduce
Denition 5.4. !-equality or observation congruence =! is de4ned as follows: P=! Q
i3 for any '¿! and ∈Act;
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some D and Q′; Q D⇒Q′; P′≈! Q′ and (; D)¡'; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some D and P′; P D⇒P′; P′≈! Q′ and (; D)¡'.
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Obviously, =!⊆≈!. It is easy to know that =! is reUexive and symmetric, and if
 is an ultra-metric or !=0; then =! is an equivalence relation.
Proposition 5.6. If for some respective sorts H; K of P and Q; H ∪K =8; then P=! Q
i5 for all R; P + R≈! Q + R.
Proof. (⇒) Let
S = {(P + R;Q + R): R ∈ ˝}∪ ≈! :
Then it is easy to show that wbS6!.
(⇐) If P =! Q; then for some '¿!;  and P′ (or Q′)
(i) P →P′ but for all D and Q′; P′≈! Q′ and (; D)¡' imply Q
D
⇒Q′ (resp. (ii)
Q →Q′ but for all D and P′; P′≈! Q′ and (; D)¡' imply P
D
⇒P′).
If P ≈! Q; then we conclude the proof. If P≈! Q; then for some D0 and Q′0; (; D0)
¡'; P′≈! Q′0 and Q
D̂0⇒Q′0. Since Q
D0⇒Q′0; it must be that D0 = :. From (; D0)
¡'; we have = :. So
(i)′ P :→P′ but for all D and Q′; P′≈! Q′ implies Q
D
⇒Q′.
Let l =∈H ∪K . Now, we show that P+ l:0 ≈! Q+ l:0. In fact, if not so, P :→P′ leads
to that P + l:0 :→P′ and for some Q′′; Q + l:0 I⇒Q′′ and P′≈! Q′′.
Case 1: Q + l:0≡Q′′. Then Q′′ l→ 0 but P′
lˆ
⇒ (note l =∈H); and P′ ≈! Q′′.
Case 2: Q + l:0 :⇒Q′′. Then Q :⇒Q′′. From (i)′, we also have P′ ≈! Q′′.
Proposition 5.7. P≈! Q i5 P=! Q or P=! ::Q or ::P=! Q.
Proof. (⇐) Obvious.
(⇒) If P =! Q; then for some '¿!;  and P′0 (or Q′0),
(i) P →P′0 and for all D and Q′; (; D)¡' and P′0≈! Q′ imply Q
D
⇒Q′ (resp. (ii)
Q →Q′0 and for all D and P′; (; D)¡' and P′≈! Q′0 imply P
D
⇒P′).
We only consider case (i). Since P≈! Q; there are D0 and Q′0 such that (; D0)¡';
P′0≈! Q′0 and Q
Dˆ0⇒Q′0. Then Q
D0⇒Q′0 and Q
Dˆ0⇒Q′0 lead to that D0 = : and Q′0≡Q. From
(; D0)¡'; we obtain = : and P
:→P′0≈! Q. With De4nition 5.4, it is easy to show
that P=! ::Q.
Proposition 5.8. If P≈! Q; then
:P =max(!;(;D)) D:Q:
Proof. Direct from De4nition 5.4.
Proposition 5.9 (Substitutivity). Let P1 =! P2.
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(1) If L is strongly !-round; then P1\L=! P2\L.
(2) If f is nonexpansive; then P1[f] =! P2[f].
Let P1i =!i P2i (i∈ I). Then
(3)
∑
i∈IP1i =max i∈I !i
∑
i∈IP2i.
Proof. Direct from De4nition 5.4 and Propositions 4.5 and 5.5.
Remark. Example 4.6 also applies to demonstrate that ≈! and =! are not preserved
by composition.
Denition 5.5. Let !¿0 and E; F contain at most the variables X˜ . If for all indexed
sets P˜ of agents, E{P˜=X˜ }=! F{P˜=X˜ }; then E=! F .
Proposition 5.10 (Recursion). Let A˜ def= E˜{P˜=X˜ }; B˜ def= F˜{P˜=X˜ } and E˜=! F˜ ; and let 
be an ultra-metric. If for some '¿!; each X ∈ X˜ is '-defended in each E ∈ E˜ and
each F ∈ F˜ ; then A˜=! B˜.
Proof. Let
S = {(G{A˜=X˜ }; G{B˜=X˜ }): G contains at most the variables X˜ and X˜
are '-defended in G}:
By transition induction, we can prove: for any $∈ ('; !);
Claim. For any ; if G{A˜=X˜ } →P′; then for some D and Q′; (; D)¡$; G{B˜=X˜ } D⇒Q′
and P′∼! ◦ S ◦≈! Q′
and the symmetric of this claim (cf. Proposition 5.5 and the proof of Proposition
4.7; note that '-defendedness implies $-defendedness). With Lemma 5.4 we know that
S ⊆≈!; and from De4nition 5.4 we further have G{A˜=X˜ }=G{B˜=X˜ }. Let G≡X in
the above claim. Then we obtain A=! B.
Recall that if every subexpression of E which contains X; apart from X itself, is
of the form :F or <F˜; then X is sequential in E; if each occurrence of X is within
some subexpression of E of the form l:F; then X is guarded in E; and if all variables
in E are sequential (or guarded) in E; then E is sequential (resp. guarded).
Proposition 5.11 (Uniqueness of solutions of equations). Let  be an ultra-metric or
!=0; and E˜ be guarded and sequential expressions with variables ∈ X˜ ; and let
P˜=! E˜{P˜=X˜ }; Q˜=! E˜{Q˜=X˜ }. Then P˜=! Q˜.
Proof. We set
S = {(G{P˜=X˜ }; G{Q˜=X˜ }): G is guarded and sequential; and vars(G) ⊆ X˜ }:
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(1) By using Lemma 7:12 in [17] repeatedly (especially noting that “if = : then H
is also guarded”), we know that for any guarded and sequential G with vars(G)⊆ X˜ ;
(i) if G{P˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →P′; then there exists a sequential H such that P′≡H{P˜=X˜ } and
G{Q˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →H{Q˜=X˜ }; and
(ii) if G{Q˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →Q′; then there exists a sequential H such that Q′≡H{Q˜=X˜ } and
G{P˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →H{P˜=X˜ }.
Noticing Propositions 5.8 and 5.9 and that H is sequential, E˜ is guarded and se-
quential, and H{E˜=X˜ } is also guarded and sequential, we obtain
H{P˜=X˜ }=! H{E˜{P˜=X˜ }=X˜ }≡H{E˜=X˜ }{P˜=X˜ }SH{E˜=X˜ }{Q˜=X˜ }
≡ H{E˜{Q˜=X˜ }=X˜ } =! H{Q˜=X˜ }:
Thus, we can assert that
(i)′ if G{P˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →P′; then there exists Q′ such that G{Q˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →Q′ and P′≈! ◦S
◦≈! Q′; and
(ii)′ if G{Q˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →Q′; then there exists P′ such that G{P˜=X˜ } :
p
→ →P′ and P′≈! ◦ S
◦≈! Q′.
(2) From Proposition 5.2, Lemma 5.3 and (1) we know that S is a 0-bisimulation
up to ≈! and for any guarded and sequential G with vars(G)⊆ X˜ ;
(i)′′ if G{P˜=X˜ } →P′; then there exists Q′ such that G{Q˜=X˜ } →Q′ and P′≈! Q′; and
(ii)′′ if G{Q˜=X˜ } →Q′; then there exists P′ such that G{P˜=X˜ } →P′ and P′≈! Q′.
This means that G{P˜=X˜ }=! G{Q˜=X˜ }.
(3) For any Xi ∈ X˜ ; Ei is guarded and sequential. Thus, Pi =! Ei{P˜=X˜ }=! Ei{Q˜=X˜ }
=! Qi; and P˜=! Q˜.
The proof of the above proposition follows the idea in [33].
6. Approximate communication
In Sections 4 and 5, we saw that composition does not enjoy many expected proper-
ties with respect to bisimulation index, in particular, bisimilarity with parameter is not
substitutive under composition. It is not diScult to 4nd that this defect is mainly caused
by the communication rule Com3 in the transitional semantics of the basic process cal-
culus: it is required that the output and input port names must be exactly matched
to make a communication according to Com3. In this section, we try to use a looser
communication rule in place of Com3 and derive some more satisfactory properties of
composition. Let &¿0. We introduce the following weakened form of Com3:
Com&3 E
l1→E′ F Ol2→F ′
((l1; l2) ¡ &)
E | F :→E′ | F ′
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Intuitively, this means that if some agent wants to send a message to a port l1 but port
l1 is not available for him then he may send this message alternatively to another port
l2 which is close enough to l1; and the receiver may really be able to get it at port
l2 because l1 and l2 are very close. If we replace Com3 in the transitional semantics
of the basic process calculus then we obtain a modi4cation of CCS. We write CCS&
for this modi4ed version of CCS. In the remainder of this section, some important
properties of composition will be recovered in CCS&.
The 4rst part of this section is devoted to deal with strong bisimilarity with parame-
ter. First, Proposition 4.1 can be improved considerably in CCS&. We should note that
in the following proposition composition is allowed to occur in the agent schema since
we only require that the agent schema is !-weakly defended instead.
Proposition 6.1 (Substitutivity for actions). Let  be an ultra-metric; E ∈B and ’1;
’2 ∈ActV ; and let
! = sup
x∈Av(E)
(’1(x); ’2(x)):
If !¡& and E is !-weakly defended; then E{’1}∼! E{’2}.
Proof. It suSces to change S into
S = {(E{’1}; E{’2}) : E ∈ B is !-weakly defended}
and to add the following paragraph into the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Suppose E≡E1|E2. If E{’1}≡E1{’1}|E2{’2} →F ′ is derived by Com1; then E1
{’1} →F ′1 and F ′≡F ′1|E2{’1}. With the induction hypothesis we know that there are
D∈Act and !-weakly defended E′1 ∈B with F ′1≡E′1{’1}; E1{’2}
D→E′1{’2}
and (; D)6!: Let E′≡E′1|E′2: Then F ′≡E′{’1}; and
E{’2} ≡ E1{’2} |E2{’2} D→E′1{’2}|E2{’2}≡E′{’2}:
If E{’1} →F ′ is derived by Com2; it is similar. If E{’1} →F ′ is derived by Com&3;
then = :; F ′≡F ′1|F ′2; E1{’1} l1→F ′1 ; E2{’2}
Ol2→F ′2 and (l1; l2)¡&: From the induc-
tion hypothesis we know that for some l′1; l
′
2 ∈8 and !-weakly defended E′1; E′2 ∈B;
F ′1≡E′1{’1}; E1{’2}
l′1→E′1{’2}; (l1; l′1)6!; F ′2≡E′2{’1}; E2{’2}
Ol′2→E′2{’2}; and
(l2; l′2)6!: Then
(l′1; l
′
2)6 max((l
′
1; l1); (l1; l2); (l2; l
′
2))¡&
and by Com&3 we have
E{’2} ≡ E1{’2}|E2{’2} :→E′1{’2}|E′2{’2} ≡ E′{’2}
and F ′≡E′{’1} provided we set E′≡E′1|E′2.
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The following proposition asserts that substitutivity of strong bisimilarity with pa-
rameter under composition can be recovered in CCS&:
Proposition 6.2 (The substitutivity for composition). Let  be an ultra-metric
or !=0; and !¡&: If P1∼! P2 then P1|Q∼! P2|Q in CCS&:
Proof. We set
S = {(P1|Q; P2|Q): P1; P2; Q ∈ ˝ and P1 ∼! P2}:
Then we only need to show bS6!: To this end, we show that for any '∈ (!; &); if
P1|Q →U then for some D∈Act and V ∈˝; P2|Q D→V; (; D)¡' and (U; V )∈ S:
Case 1: P1|Q →U is derived by Com1: Then P1 →P′1 and U ≡P′1 |Q: Since P1∼! P2;
we obtain b∼!(P1; P2)6!¡' from Proposition 2.5, and furthermore P2
D→P′2 ; (; D)¡'
and P′1 ∼! P′2 for some D∈Act and P′2 ∈˝ from De4nition 2.1. Consequently, P2|Q
D→
P′2 |Q and (P′1 |Q; P′2 |Q)∈ S:
Case 2: P1|Q →U is derived by Com2: Then Q →Q′; U ≡P1|Q′; P2|Q →P2|Q′; and
(P1|Q′; P2|Q′)∈ S:
Case 3: P1|Q →U is derived by Com&3: Then = :; P1 l1→P′1 ; Q
Ol2→Q′; (l1; l2)¡&
and U ≡P′1 |Q′: As in Case 1, if  is an ultra-metric, then we can 4nd some l′1 ∈8
and P′2 ∈˝ such that P2
l′1→P′2 ; P′1 ∼! P′2 and (l1; l′1)¡': Now,
(l′1; l2)6 max((l
′
1; l1); (l1; l2)) ¡ &
because '¡&; (P′1 |Q; P′2 |Q)∈ S; and with Com&3 we have P2|Q :→P′2 |Q′: If  is not an
ultra-metric but !=0; then &−(l1; l2)¿0= ! and we can 4nd some l′1 ∈8 and P′2 ∈˝
such that P2
l′1→P′2 ; P′1 ∼! P′2 and (l1; l′1)¡&− (l1; l2): Thus,
(l′1; l2)6 (l
′
1; l1) + (l1; l2) ¡ &
and P2|Q :→P′2 |Q′:
The condition of '-defendedness in Propositions 4.7 and 4:8 can also be weakened
in CCS&:
Proposition 6.3 (Recursion). Let A˜ def= E˜{A˜=X˜ }; B˜ def= E˜{B˜=X˜ } and E˜∼! F˜ ; let  be an
ultra-metric or !=0; and let !¡&: For any '¿!; if X˜ are '-weakly defended in E˜
and F˜ ; then A˜∼' B˜ in CCS&:
Proof. Since '1¡'2 implies ∼'1 ⊆ ∼'2 (Proposition 2.4(1)), we can assume that
'∈ (!; &): Let
S = {(G{A˜=X˜ }; G{B˜=X˜ }) : G contains at most variables X˜ and
X˜ are '-weakly defended in G}:
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Then it suSces to add the case of composition into the proof of Proposition 4.7.
Let G≡G1|G2: If
G{A˜=X˜ } ≡ G1{A˜=X˜ }|G2{A˜=X˜ } →P′
is derived by Com1; then G1{A˜=X˜ } →P′1 and P′≡P′1 |G2{A˜=X˜ }: With the induction
hypothesis we know that there are D; Q′1 and Q
′′
1 with G1{B˜=X˜ }
D→Q′′1 ∼! Q′1; P′1SQ′1
and (; D)6': Hence,
G{B˜=X˜ } ≡ G1{B˜=X˜ }|G2{B˜=X˜ } D→Q′′1 |G2{B˜=X˜ }:
By Proposition 6.2, we obtain
P′ ≡ P′1|G2{A˜=X˜ }SQ′1|G2{B˜=X˜ } ∼! Q′′1 |G2{B˜=X˜ }:
If G{A˜=X˜ } →P′ is derived by Com2; it is similar.
If G{A˜=X˜ } →P′ is derived by Com&3; then = :; G1{A˜=X˜ } l1→P′1 ; G2{A˜=X˜ }
Ol2→P′2 ;
P′≡P′1 |P′2 and (l1; l2)¡&: For the case that  is an ultra-metric, using the induction
hypothesis we have G1{B˜=X˜ } l
′
1→Q′′1 ∼! Q′1; P′1SQ′1; (l1; l′1)6'; G2{B˜=X˜ }
Ol′2→Q′′2 ∼! Q′2;
P′2SQ
′
2 and (l2; l
′
2)6' for some l
′
1; l
′
2; Q
′
1; Q
′
2; Q
′′
1 and Q
′′
2 : Then
(l′1; l
′
2)6 max((l
′
1; l1); (l1; l2); (l2; l
′
2)) ¡ &
because '¡&; and we obtain G{B˜=X˜ } :→Q′′1 |Q′′2 from Com&3: In addition, it holds that
P′ ≡ P′1|P′2SQ′1|Q′2 ∼! Q′′1 |Q′′2
from Propositions 2.4(2) and 6.2. For the case of !=0; let
'0 =
&− (l1; l2)
3
:
Then '0¿0= !: If '6'0; then we can directly use the induction hypothesis for the
parameter ' and 4nd some l′1; l
′
2; Q
′
1; Q
′
2; Q
′′
1 and Q
′′
2 such that G1{B˜=X˜ }
l′1→Q′′1 ∼! Q′1;
P′1SQ
′
1; (l1; l
′
1)6'6'0; G2{B˜=X˜ }
Ol′2→→Q′′2 ∼! Q′2; P′2SQ′2 and (l2; l′2)6'6'0: If
'¿'0; then '-roundness implies '0-roundness, '-defendedness implies '0-defendedness
and we can use the induction for the parameter '0 and 4nd some l′1; l
′
2; Q
′
1; Q
′
2; Q
′′
1 and
Q′′2 such that G1{B˜=X˜ }
l′1→→Q′′1 ∼! Q′1; P′1SQ′1; (l1; l′1)6'0; G2{B˜=X˜ }
Ol′2→Q′′2 ∼! Q′2;
P′2SQ
′
2 and (l2; l
′
2)6'0: Anyway, we have
(l′1; l
′
2)6 (l
′
1; l1) + (l1; l2) + (l2; l
′
2)6 (l1; l2) + 2'0 =
2&+ (l1; l2)
3
¡ &
and we can complete the proof as in the case that  is an ultra-metric.
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Proposition 6.4 (Uniqueness of solutions of equations). Let E˜ contain at most the
variables X˜ ; let each X ∈ X˜ be weakly guarded in each E ∈ E˜; let P˜∼! E˜{P˜=X˜ } and
Q˜∼! E˜{Q˜=X˜ }; let  be an ultra-metric or !=0; and let !¡&: For any '¿!; if each
X ∈ X˜ is '-weakly defended in each E ∈ E˜; then P˜∼' Q˜ in CCS&:
Proof. We note that the phrase “!-defended” in Lemma 4.8 may be replaced by “!-
weakly defended”. Thus, the proof is similar to the one of Proposition 6.3.
Now, we turn to consider (weak) bisimilarity and observation congruence with pa-
rameter in CCS&.
Proposition 6.5 (Subsitutivity for composition). Let  be an ultra-metric or !=0; and
!¡&:
(1) If P1 ≈! P2 then P1|Q ≈! P2|Q in CCS&:
(2) If P1 =! P2 then P1|Q=! P2|Q in CCS&:
Proof. (1) Similar to Proposition 5.2.
(2) Direct from (1) and De4nition 5.4 (cf. the proof of Proposition 6.2).
Proposition 6.6 (Recursion). Let A˜ def= E˜{P˜=X˜ }; B˜ def= F˜{P˜=X˜ } and E˜=! F˜ ; let  be an
ultra-metric; and let !¡&: If for some '¿!; each X ∈ X˜ is '-weakly defended in
each E ∈ E˜ and each F ∈ F˜ ; then A˜=! B˜ in CCS&:
Proof. Similar to Propositions 5.10 and 6.4.
To conclude this section, we point out that Proposition 5.11 cannot be improved in
CCS& because sequentiality excludes occurrences of composition.
7. Some applications: two examples in timed CCS
Real time systems are systems that must meet strict constraints on response time, and
the central ideal of real time systems is to study whether a system is able to perform a
certain action within a given time constraint. Since real time programs are widely used
in embedded computer systems such as aircraft and spacecraft Uight control systems
and industrial plant controllers, various formal models, theories and logics of time in
computer systems, e.g, timed automata [2], timed extension of LOTOS [8, 9, 20, 21],
real time CSP [22] and real time ACP [5], have been proposed in recent years. There
are mainly two major approaches to timed extensions of process calculi: (1) asso-
ciate time directly with actions, and thus actions occur at some speci4c point in time,
e.g., [5, 20, 22]; (2) introduce special actions to represent the passage of time, e.g.,
[13, 29–31].
The purpose of this section is to show that the theory of bisimulation indexes de-
veloped in this paper can be used to analyse approximate implementations of real time
systems. For the sake of simplicity, we only work in the framework of timed CCS
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[15, 29–31] here, but the proposed method also applies to other models of real time
systems, such as timed extension of LOTOS, in which time is associated with actions
and the time domain possesses a certain natural metric.
For convenience, we recall the syntax and transitional semantics of timed CCS. We
take the time domain K to be the set of nonnegative reals, i.e., K= [0;∞); ranged
over by t; u; : : : : Let 7 be a set of action names, ℵ a set of agent variables and  a
set of agent constants, let O7= { Oa: a∈7} be the set of co-names of actions, 8=7∪ O7
the set of labels, $K= {$(t): t ∈K} the set of time delays, : the silent action and
Actt =8∪{:}∪ $K the set of actions and time delays. We use a; b; c : : : to range over
7; l; l′; : : : over 8; '; L; : : : over 8∪{:} and ; D; : : : over Actt : If f :8→8 is a mapping
with f( Ol)=f(l) for each l∈8; then f is called a relabelling function. Each relabelling
function f can be extended to a mapping from Actt to itself by de4ning f(:)= : and
f($(t))= $(t) for any t ∈K:
The syntax of timed CCS is very similar to that of CCS. The set @t of agent
expressions (in timed CCS), ranged over by E; F; : : : ; is the smallest set of symbol
strings satisfying the following conditions:
(1) ℵ;⊆ @t ;
(2) if ∈Actt and E ∈ @t then :E ∈ @t ;
(3) if I is an indexing set and Ei ∈ @t for each i∈ I then
∑
i∈IEi ∈ @t ;
(4) if E1; E2 ∈ @t then E1 |E2 ∈ @t ;
(5) if E ∈ @t and L⊆8 then E\L∈ @t ; and
(6) if E ∈ @t and f is a relabelling function then E[f]∈ @t :
Agent expressions without agent variables are called agents and the set of agents
(in timed CCS) is denoted by ˝t and ranged over by P;Q; : : : : A de4ning equation
A def= P ∈˝t is assumed for each A∈:
The only di3erence between the syntaxes of CCS and timed CCS is that pre4xes of
the form $(t):E are added in the latter. Intuitively, $(t):E indicates a process which
will idle for t units of time and then behaves like E at time r+ t if E exists at time r:
To present the transitional semantics of timed CCS, we need an auxiliary notion:
sort of agent expression E within time interval t. It is denoted as sortt(E) and de4ned
as the smallest subset of 8 satisfying the following conditions: t¿0
(1) sort0(E)= for any E ∈ @t ;
(2) sortt(X )= if X ∈ℵ;
(3) sortt(A)= sortt(P) if A∈ is de4ned by A def= P;
(4) sortt(l:E)= {l};
(5) sortt(::E)=;
(6) sortt($(u):E)=
{
 if t6u;
sortt−u(E) if t¿u;
(7) sortt(
∑
i∈IEi)=
⋃
i∈I sortt(Ei);
(8) sortt(E1|E2)= sortt(E1)∪ sortt(E2);
(9) sortt(E\L)= sortt(E)− L; and
(10) sortt(E[f])=f(sortt(E)).
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It is easy to show that sortt(E) is well de4ned. The transitional semantics of timed
CCS is given as the transition system (@t ; Actt ; { →: ∈Actt}) in which the tran-
sition relations → (∈Actt) are generated by the following set of transition
rules:
Null-delay:
P
$(0)→ P
Pre:x: P
'→P′
$(0):P
'→P′
$(t + u):P
$(t)→ $(u):P
P
$(t)→ P′
$(u):P
$(t+u)→ P′
:E →E
l:P
$(t)→ l:P
Summation: Ej
'→E′j
(j∈ I)∑
i∈IEi
'→E′j
Ei
$(t)→ E′i for each i∈ I∑
i∈IEi
$(t)→∑i∈IE′i
In particular,
0
$(t)→ 0
where 0 def=
∑
i∈Ei:
Composition: E
'→E′
E |F '→E′ |F
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F
'→F ′
E |F '→E |F ′
E l→E′ F Ol→F ′
E |F :→E′ |F ′
E
$(t)→ E′ F $(t)→ F ′
(sortt(E)∩ sortt(F)=)
E |F $(t)→ E′ |F ′
Restriction: E →E′
(; O =∈L)
E\L →E′\L
Relabelling: E →E′
E[f]
f()→ E′[f]
Constant: P →P′
(A def= P)
A →P′
The transition rules in timed CCS are exactly those in CCS together with de-
lay rules. The concepts of strong and weak bisimulations were introduced in timed
CCS [15, 29–31] and they are simple dictations of the corresponding notions in CCS.
A binary relation S on t˝ is a strong bisimulation (in timed CCS) if PSQ implies, for
all ∈Actt ;
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some Q′; Q →Q′ and P′SQ′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some P′; P →P′ and P′SQ′:
If there is a strong bisimulation containing (P;Q) then P and Q are said to be bisimilar
and we write P∼Q:
We set P
$(t)→⇒Q if and only if
P( :→)∗ $(t1)→ ( :→)∗ : : : ( :→)∗ $(tn)→ :→)∗Q
for some t1; : : : ; tn ∈K with t=
∑n
i=1ti and P
'⇒Q if and only if P( :→)∗ '→ ( :→)∗Q
where ( :→)∗ is the reUexive and transitive closure of :→; and we de4ne lˆ= l; :ˆ= $(0)
and $̂(t)= $(t). A binary relation S ⊆˝t×˝t is a (weak) bisimulation if PSQ implies,
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for all ∈Actt ;
(i) whenever P →P′ then, for some Q′; Q ˆ⇒ Q′ and P′SQ′; and
(ii) whenever Q →Q′ then, for some P′; P ˆ⇒ P′ and P′SQ′.
For any P;Q∈ t˝ ; P and Q are (weakly) bisimilar, written P≈Q; if there is a bisim-
ulation S with (P;Q)∈ S.
It is clear that in strong (or weak) bisimulations a time delay must be matched
exactly by a delay of the same interval:
(i) whenever P
$(t)−→P′ then, for some Q′; Q $(t)−→ Q′ (resp. Q $(t)⇒ Q′) and P′SQ′; and
(ii) whenever Q
$(t)−→ Q′ then, for some P′; P $(t)−→ P′ (resp. P $(t)⇒ P′) and P′SQ′.
Sometimes, exact match of time delay might be unrealistic and over-discriminating,
and we may meet some looser constraints on time delay (see Examples 6:6:1 and 6:6:2
below). Fortunately, bisimulation index introduced in the previous sections of this paper
seems a very suitable mathematical tool to deal with loose time constraints in real time
systems. To introduce bisimulation index into timed CCS, we need to de4ne a natural
metric on Actt :
($(t); $(t′)) = |t − t′|;
($(t); ') = ('; $(t)) =∞;
('; '′) =
{
0 if ' = '′;
∞ otherwise:
It is easy to verify that  is really a metric on Actt . Now, the notion of bisimulation
index can be used directly to the transition system (˝t; Actt ; { →: ∈Actt}). Bisimula-
tion index, !-bisimulation, !-bisimulation up to ∼& and !-bisimilarity in (˝t; Actt ; { →
: ∈Actt}) are called strong bisimulation index, !-strong bisimulation, &-strong bisim-
ulation up to ∼! and !-strong bisimilarity, respectively, in timed CCS.
Lemma 7.1. S is a !-strong bisimulation (resp. !− strong bisimulation up to ∼&) in
timed CCS if and only if PSQ implies; for all '∈8 ∪ {:} and t ∈K;
(i) whenever P
'→ P′ then; for some Q′; Q '→ Q′ and P′SQ′ (resp. P′∼&S∼&Q′);
(ii) whenever Q
'→ Q′ then; for some P′; P '→ P′ and P′SQ′ (resp. P′ ∼& S ∼& Q′);
(iii) whenever P
$(t)−→ P′ and !′ ¿ ! then; for some Q′ and t′; Q $(t
′)−→ Q′; |t− t′|¡ !
and P′SQ′ (resp. P′ ∼& S ∼& Q′); and
(iv) whenever Q
$(t)−→ Q′ and !′ ¿ ! then; for some P′ and t′; P $(t
′)−→ P′; |t− t′|¡ !
and P′SQ′ (resp. P′ ∼& S ∼& Q′).
Proof. Routine from De4nitions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.
The following two technical lemmas are needed in Example 7.1 below.
Lemma 7.2. (1) $(0):P ∼0 P. (2) $(t):$(u):P∼0$(t + u):P.
Proof. It is easy to see that $(0):P ∼ P; and then the proof is directly from
Proposition 5:4:3 in [29] and Proposition 2.4(1).
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Lemma 7.3. If 0¡t; u; |t − u|6! and t′¡t; then there is u′¡u such that |t′ − u′|6!
and |(t − t′)− (u− u′)|6!.
Proof. It suSces to set u′= max(0; u− (t − t′)).
Now, we are ready to present an example in daily life to which strong bisimulations
do not apply but the notion of strong bisimulation index is able to provide a quite
reasonable solution.
Example 7.1. An approximate implementation of an alarm clock.
Suppose that a lazy student hopes to have an alarm clock which can alarm at a 4xed
point of time (e.g., 8:00 a.m. for breakfast) each day. The behaviour of his imaged
clock can be described in the language of timed CCS as follows:
Clock def= $(24):Alarm:Clock:
And, suppose that he bought an alarm clock that can alarm once every 24h but which is
half a minute each day slower than the standard time. To make the di3erence between
his clock and the standard time not too big, the student has to reset his clock and
adjust it to the standard time at 8:00 a.m. every sunday. Then the bought clock may
be seen as Clock0:
Clocki
def= $(23119120 ):Alarm:Clocki+1; i = 0; 1; : : : ; 6;
Clock7
def= $( 7120 ):Clock0:
Consider the time delay
Clock0
$(23 119120 )→ Alarm:Clock1:
The delay of Clock with the same time interval must be
Clock
$(23 119120 )→ $( 1120 ):Alarm:Clock:
Then Alarm:Clock1
Alarm−→ Clock1; but $( 1120 ):Alarm:Clock cannot perform action Alarm
immediately, Alarm:Clock1∼ $( 1120 ):Alarm:Clock and furthermore Clock ∼Clock0 do
not hold. So, we can say nothing further about the relation between Clock and Clock0
if we only have strong bisimulation in our mathematical toolkit. In the setting of
bisimulation index, however, we may prove that Clock∼ 7
120
Clock0: This means that
Clock0 is a correct implementation of the student’s imaged clock if a di3erence of
312 min from the standard time is allowed. To this end, we set
S1 = {(Clock; Clocki): i = 0; 1; : : : ; 7};
S2 = {($(t):Alarm:Clock; $(u):Alarm:Clocki):
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i = 1; 2; : : : ; 7; 0 ¡ t; u and |t − u|6 7120};
S3 = {(Alarm:Clock; Alarm:Clocki): i = 1; 2; : : : ; 7};
and S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3.
With the transition rules we can 4nd all immediate actions of the agents involved
in S.
All immediate actions of Clock:
(1) Clock
$(t)−→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock (t624);
(2) Clock
$(24+t)−→ Alarm:Clock:
All immediate actions of Clocki (i=0; 1; : : : ; 6):
(3) Clocki
$(t)−→ $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clocki+1 (t623119120 ),
(4) Clocki
$(23 119120+t)−→ Alarm:Clocki+1.
All immediate actions of Clock7:
(5) Clock7
$(t)−→ $( 7120 − t):Clock0 (t6 7120 );
(6) Clock7
$(t+ 7120 )−→ $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clock1;
(7) Clock7
$(24 120+t)−→ Alarm:Clock1.
All immediate actions of $(t):Alarm:Clock:
(8) $(t):Alarm:Clock
$(t′)−→ $(t − t′):Alarm:Clock (t′6t);
(9) $(t):Alarm:Clock
$(t+t′)−→ Alarm:Clock:
All immediate actions of $(u):Alarm:Clocki ( i=1; 2; : : : ; 7):
(10) $(u):Alarm:Clocki
$(u′)−→ $(u− u′):Alarm:Clocki (u′6u);
(11) $(u):Alarm:Clocki
$(u+u′)−→ Alarm:Clocki:
All immediate actions of Alarm:Clock:
(12) Alarm:Clock
$(t)−→ Alarm:Clock;
(13) Alarm:Clock Alarm−→ Clock:
All immediate actions of Alarm:Clocki (i=1; 2; : : : ; 7):
(14) Alarm:Clocki
$(t)−→ Alarm:Clocki;
(15) Alarm:Clocki
Alarm−→ Clocki.
Then we can see how actions be matched well each other:
(a) For i=0; 1; : : : ; 6; if t¡23119120 ; then
Clock
$(t)→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clocki
$(t)→ $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clocki+1
and vice versa, and
($(24− t):Alarm:Clock; $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clocki+1) ∈ S2:
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If 231191206t ¡ 24; then there is u∈ [23119120 − (24− t); 23119120 );
Clock
$(t)→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clocki
$(u)→ $(23119120 − u):Alarm:Clocki+1;
and |t − u|¡ 1120 and
($(24− t):Alarm:Clock; $(23119120 − u):Alarm:Clocki+1) ∈ S2:
With Lemma 7.2 we know that
Clock
$(24)→ $(0):Alarm:Clock ∼0 Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clocki
$(23 119120 )→ $(0):Alarm:Clocki+1 ∼0 Alarm:Clocki+1
and vice versa, and (Alarm:Clock; Alarm:Clocki+1)∈ S3.
Clock
$(24+t)→ Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clocki
$(23 119120+t)→ Alarm:Clocki+1
and vice versa, and (Alarm:Clock; Alarm:Clocki+1)∈ S3.
(b) If t¡23119120 ; then
Clock
$(t)→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clock7
$(t+ 7120 )→ $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clock1
and vice versa, and |t − (t + 7120 )|= 7120 and
($(24− t):Alarm:Clock; $(23119120 − t):Alarm:Clock1) ∈ S2:
If 231191206t¡24; then there is u∈ [23119120 − (24− t); 23119120 );
Clock
$(t)→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clock7
$(u+ 7120 )→ $(23119120 − u):Alarm:Clock1;
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and |t − (u+ 7120 )|=(u+ 7120 )− t6 7120 and
($(24− t):Alarm:Clock; $(23119120 − u):Alarm:Clock1) ∈ S2:
Clock
$(24)→ $(0):Alarm:Clock ∼0 Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clock7
$(24 120 )→ $(0):Alarm:Clock1 ∼0 Alarm:Clock1
and vice versa.
Clock
$(24+t)→ Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Clock7
$(24 120+t)→ Alarm:Clock1
and vice versa.
If t6 7120 then
Clock7
$(t)→ $( 7120 − t):Clock0 ∼0 $(24 120 − t):Alarm:Clock1
is matched by
Clock
$(t)→ $(24− t):Alarm:Clock
and
($(24− t):Clock; $(24 120 − t):Clock1) ∈ S2:
(c) Let i=1; 2; : : : ; 7; 0¡t; u and |t−u|6 7120 . If t′¡t; then with Lemma 7.3 we can
4nd some u′¡u such that |t′ − u′ |6 7120 and |(t − t′)− (u− u′)|6 7120 ;
$(t):Alarm:Clock
$(t′)→ $(t − t′):Alarm:Clock
is matched by
$(u):Alarm:Clocki
$(u′)→ $(u− u′):Alarm:Clocki
and vice versa, and
($(t − t′):Alarm:Clock; $(u− u′):Alarm:Clocki) ∈ S2:
$(t):Alarm:Clock
$(t)→ $(0):Alarm:Clock ∼0 Alarm:Clock
is matched by
$(u):Alarm:Clocki
$(u)→ $(0):Alarm:Clocki ∼0 Alarm:Clock
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and vice versa.
$(t):Alarm:Clock
$(t+t′)→ Alarm:Clock
is matched by
$(u):Alarm:Clocki
$(u+t′)→ Alarm:Clocki
and vice versa, and |(t + t′)− (u+ t′)|= |t − u|6 7120 .
(d) For i=1; 2; : : : ; 7;
Alarm:Clock
$(t)→ Alarm:Clock
is matched by
Alarm:Clocki
$(t)→ Alarm:Clocki
and vice versa, and
Alarm:Clock Alarm→ Clock
is matched by
Alarm:Clocki
Alarm→ Clocki
and vice versa.
From the above items and Proposition 2.6(1) and Lemma 7.1 we know b∼0◦S◦∼0
6bS;06 7120 and so it completes the proof.
We turn to consider (weak) bisimulation index in timed CCS. Let S ⊆˝t×˝t;
wbS(Q; P′; ) = inf{(; D) : D ∈ Actt with ∃Q′ ∈ ˝t s:t: Q Dˆ⇒Q′ and P′SQ′}
and
wbS(P;Q) = sup{wbS(Q; P′; ): P′ ∈ ˝t and  ∈ Actt with P →P′}
for any P; P′; Q∈˝t and ∈Actt : Then
wbS = sup{max[bS(P;Q); bS−1 (Q; P)]: PSQ}
is called the (weak) bisimulation index of S: If P;Q∈˝t and there is S ⊆˝t ×˝t
such that (P;Q)∈ S and wbS6!; then P and Q are said to be !-bisimilar and we write
P ≈! Q.
Lemma 7.4. Let S ⊆˝t×˝t: Then wbS6! (in timed CCS) if and only if PSQ implies;
for all '∈8 ∪ {:} and t ∈K;
(i) whenever P
'→ P′ then; for some Q′; Q 'ˆ⇒ Q′ and P′SQ′;
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(ii) whenever Q
'→ Q′ then; for some P′; P 'ˆ⇒ P′ and P′SQ′;
(iii) whenever P
$(t)→ P′ and !′¿! then; for some Q′ and t′; Q $(t
′)⇒ Q′; |t− t′|¡!′ and
P′SQ′; and
(iv) whenever Q
$(t)→ Q′ and !′¿! then; for some P′ and t′; P $(t
′)⇒ P′; |t− t′|¡!′ and
P′SQ′:
Proof. Immediate from the de4nition of wbS .
We now give an example to show how we can 4gure out the bisimulation index
between two agents in real time systems.
Example 7.2. An approximate implementation of a vending machine with timeout.
Let M0 be a vending machine with timeout whose behaviour is described as follows:
M0
def= money:M1;
M1
def= $(2):co5ee:M0 + $(3):tea:M0 + $(30):::M0:
This machine has two buttons for co3ee and tea, respectively, and a slot for money.
At the beginning you can insert a coin into the money-slot. Then you have to wait 2 s
before co3ee is ready and 3 s if you wish to have tea instead. If you cannot make up
your choice between co3ee and tea within 30 s the machine will turn to the start state
and you will lose your money. In [29] it was shown that the machine has a distributed
implementation in the sense of bisimulation: M0≈T0‖C0; where T0 is a alarm timer:
T0
def=
∑
t∈K
time(t):T1(t);
T1(t)
def= $(t):T2 + T0;
T2
def= timeout:T0 + T0;
C0 is a drink-cooker:
C0
def= money:time(30):C1;
C1
def= $(2):co5ee:C0 + $(3):tea:C0 + timeout:C0;
P‖Q def=(P|Q)\L
and
L = {time(t) : t ∈ K} ∪ {timeout}:
Now suppose that the alarm timer is not very accurate and it may have a certain
error not more than 1 s, i.e.,
T ′0
def=
∑
t∈K
time(t):T ′1(t);
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T ′1(t)
def=
∑
t−16u6t+1
$(u):T ′2 + T
′
0;
T ′2
def= timeout:T ′0 + T
′
0;
where t‘ u= max(0; t − u): Then we assert that M0≈T ′0 ‖C0 does not hold. In fact,
if M0≈T ′0 ‖C0 then M1≈T ′0 ‖time(30):C1 or M1≈T ′1 (30)‖C1 because M0
money→ M1 and
T ′0 ‖C0 has only money-transition T ′0 ‖C0
money→ T ′0 ‖time(30):C1 which can be followed by
:-transition and leads to T ′1 (30)‖C1: Furthermore, M1
$(29)→ M1(29) can only be matched by
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
$(29)→ T ′1(30; 29)‖C1(29) :→ T ′0‖C0
and this requires M1(29)≈T ′1 (30; 29)‖C1(29) or M1(29)≈T ′0 ‖C0: For the 4rst case,
T ′1 (30; 29)‖C1(29) :→T ′0 ‖C0 can only be matched by M1(29) :ˆ⇒ M1(29) and this also
leads to M1(29)≈T ′0 ‖C0: So, we always come to the conclusion M1(29)≈T ′0 ‖C0; but
T ′0 ‖C0 can perform action money and M1(29) has no action matching it even if we
ignore :-actions. This is a contradiction.
On the other hand, we are able to show that T ′0 ‖C0 is an approximate implementation
if an error not more than 1s is allowed, more exactly, M0≈1 T ′0 ‖C0: (The proof is much
more complicated and trickier than that of M0≈T0‖C0:) For simplicity, we introduce
several abbreviations 4rst:
M1(v)
def= $(2 ‘ v):co5ee:M0 + $(3 ‘ v):tea:M0 + $(30 ‘ v):::M0;
C1(v)
def= $(2 ‘ v):co5ee:C0 + $(3 ‘ v):tea:C0 + timeout:C0
and
T ′1(30; v)
def=
∑
296u631
$(u ‘ v):T ′2 + T
′
0:
Now, we set
S1 = {(T ′0‖C0; M0); (T ′0‖time(30):C1; M1); (T ′1(30)‖C1; M1)};
S2 = {(T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v)): v ¡ 3};
S3 = {(T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u); M1(v)): 36 u ¡ 29; 36 v ¡ 30 and v− 16 u6 v};
S4 = {(T ′1(30; u)‖C1(v); M1(v)): u¿ 29 and v¿ 30};
S5 = {(T ′1(30; v)‖C0; M0): v ∈ K}
and
S6 = {(T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1; M1): v ∈ K}:
(1) All immediate actions of T ′0 ‖C0:
T ′0‖C0
money→ T ′0‖time(30):C1;
T ′0‖C0
$(t)→ T ′0‖C0:
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All immediate actions of M0:
M0
money→ M1;
M0
$(t)→ M0:
Consider the pair (T ′0 ‖C0; M0):
T ′0‖C0
money→ T ′0‖time(30):C1
is matched by
M0
money→ M1
and vice versa, and
T ′0‖C0
$(t)→ T ′0‖C0
is matched by
M0
$(t)→ M0
and vice versa.
(2) All immediate actions of T ′0 ‖time(30):C1:
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1:
All immediate actions of M1:
M1
$(v)→ M1(v):
All immediate actions of T ′1 (30)‖C1:
T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v):
Consider the pair (T ′0 ‖time(30):C1; M1):
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
is matched by M1
:ˆ⇒M1; and conversely, if v¡29 then M1 $(v)→ M1(v) is matched by
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
and
(T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v)) ∈ S2 ∪ S3
and if 306v then M1
$(v)→ M1(v) is also matched by
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
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but (T ′1 (30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v))∈ S4 and if 296v¡30 then M1
$(v)→ M1(v) is matched by
T ′0‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v−1)→ T ′1(30; v− 1)‖C1(v− 1)
and (T ′1 (30; v− 1)‖C1(v); M1(v− 1))∈ S3:
(3) Consider the pair (T ′1 (30)‖C1; M1): If v¡29 then
T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
is matched by M1
$(v)→ M1(v) and vice versa and
(T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v)) ∈ S2 ∪ S3
and if 296v then
T ′1(30)‖C1
$(v)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
is matched by M1
$(v+1)→ M1(v + 1) and (T ′1 (30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v + 1))∈ S4: Conversely,
M1
$(v)→ M1(v) may be matched well by actions of T ′1 (30)‖C1 (see the last part of (2)).
(4) All immediate actions of T ′1 (30; v)‖C1(v):
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t)
if v¡29;
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
co5ee→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
if v¿2;
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v) tea→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
if v¿3,
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v) :→ T ′0‖C0
if v¿29:
All immediate actions of M1(v):
M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t)
if v¡30;
M1(v)
co5ee→ M0
if v¿2;
M1(v)
tea→ M0
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if v¿3;
M1(v)
:→ M0
if v¿30:
Consider the pair (T ′1 (30; v)‖C1(v); M1(v)) with v¡3: If v+ t¡29 then
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t)
is matched by M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t) and vice versa and
(T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S2 ∪ S3;
and if v+ t¿29 then
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t)
is matched by
M1(v)
$(t+1)→ M1(v+ t + 1)
and
(T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t); M1(v+ t + 1)) ∈ S4:
Conversely, if v+ t¿30 then M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t) is matched by
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t)
and
(T ′1(30; v+ t)‖C1(v+ t); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S4
and if 296v+t¡30 then from v¡3 and v+t¿29 we know t¿1 and M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+t)
is matched by
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
$(t−1)→ T ′1(30; v+ t − 1)‖C1(v+ t − 1)
and
(T ′1(30; v+ t − 1)‖C1(v+ t − 1); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S3:
If v¿2 then
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
co5ee→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
is matched by M1(v)
co5ee→ M0 and vice versa and (T ′1 (30; v)‖C0; M0)∈ S5:
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(5) Consider the pair (T ′1 (30; u)‖C1(u); M1(v)) with 36u¡29; 36v¡30 and
v− 16u6v: If u+ t¡29 then v+ t¡30 and
T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t)
is matched by M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t) and
(T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S3;
if u+ t¿30 then v+ t¿30 and
T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t)
is also matched by M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t) but
(T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S4
and if 296u + t¡30 then let t′=30‘ v and we have |t − t′|61; v + t′¿30;
v+ t′ − 16u+ t6v+ t;
T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t)
is matched by M1(v)
$(t′)→ M1(v+ t′) and
(T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t); M1(v+ t′)) ∈ S4:
Conversely, if v+ t¡29 or ¿30 then M1(v)
$(t)→ M1(v+ t) is matched by
T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u)
$(t)→ T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t)
and
(T ′1(30; u+ t)‖C1(u+ t); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S3 ∪ S4
and if 296v + t¡30 then let t′=(v + t) ‘ (u + 1) and we obtain |t − t′|61;
u+ t′¡29; (v+ t)− 16u+ t′6v+ t; M1(v) $(t)→ M1(v+ t) is matched by
T ′1(30; u)‖C1(u)
$(t′)→ T ′1(30; u+ t′)‖C1(u+ t′)
and
(T ′1(30; u+ t
′)‖C1(u+ t′); M1(v+ t)) ∈ S3:
(6) Consider the pair (T ′1 (30; u)‖C1(u); M1(v)) with u¿29 and v¿30:
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v)
co5ee→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
is matched by M1(v)
co5ee→ M0 and vice versa,
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v) tea→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
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is matched by M1(v)
tea→ M0 and vice versa and (T ′1 (30; v)‖C0; M0)∈ S5;
T ′1(30; v)‖C1(v) :→ T ′0‖C0
is matched by M1(v)
:→ M0 and vice versa and (T ′0 ‖C0; M0)∈ S1:
(7) All immediate actions of T ′1 (30; v)‖C0:
T ′1(30; v)‖C0
money→ T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1;
T ′1(30; v)‖C0
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0:
Consider the pair (T ′1 (30; v)‖C0; M0):
T ′1(30; v)‖C0
money→ T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1
is matched by M0
money→ M1 and vice versa and
(T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1; M1) ∈ S6
and
T ′1(30; v)‖C0
$(t)→ T ′1(30; v)‖C0
is matched by M0
$(t)→ M0 and vice versa and (T ′1 (30; v)‖C0; M0)∈ S5:
(8) All immediate actions of T ′1 (30; v)‖time(30):C1:
T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1:
Consider the pair (T ′1 (30; v)‖time(30):C1; M1):
T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1 :→ T ′1(30)‖C1
is matched by M1
:ˆ⇒M1 and (T ′1 (30)‖C1; M1)∈ S1: Conversely, M1
$(v)→ M1(v) is matched
well by
T ′1(30; v)‖time(30):C1 :→T ′1(30)‖C1
followed by suitable actions of T ′1 (30)‖C1 (see (2) and (3)).
By combining the above items (1)–(8) we know that
wbS1∪S2∪S3∪S4∪S5∪S6 6 1
and so M0≈1 T ′0 ‖C0:
8. Some applications: an example in real time ACP
This section aims at presenting an example to demonstrate the usage of bisimulation
indexes in the description of approximate implementations of real time systems de4ned
in terms of real time ACP.
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We recall some basic notions and notations of real time ACP from [5]. To present
our example, we only need to use a fragment, BPA$I, of real time ACP. Let A be a
set and $ =∈A and A$=A∪{$}: Elements of A are called atomic actions, and $ stands
for inaction. As in Section 7 we use the set R+ of all nonnegative real numbers as
the time domain. We add to each atomic action a time stamp and then our set of
basic actions is AT = {a(t): a∈A$ and t ∈R+}: Each atomic action as well as $ is
parameterized by a nonnegative real number, and a(t) means performing action a at
time t: Furthermore, we assume an in4nite set  of process constants and an in4nite
set TVar of time variables valued in R+: Then the syntax of BPA$I is given as
follows: the set @ of process expressions in BPA$I is the smallest set of symbol
strings ful4lling the following conditions:
(1) AT; ; and {a(v): a∈A$ and v∈TVar}⊆ @;
(2) if P;Q∈ @; then P + Q; P:Q∈ @;
(3) if t ∈R+ and P ∈ @; then tP ∈ @; and
(4) if v∈V; V ⊆R+ and P ∈ @; then
∫
v∈V P ∈ @:
From the above de4nition of @; we know that there are four primary process construct
in BPA$I: (1) + stands for alternative composition (choice, as in CCS), (2) : for
sequential composition, (3)  is the time shift, tP denotes the process P starting
at time t; and this means that all actions of P that have to be performed at or before
time T are turned into deadlocks because their execution times have already passed,
and (4)
∫
v∈V is a binder of time variable v; that is, v ceases to be a free variable in∫
v∈V P (if it happened to be one in P), and intuitively
∫
v∈V P is just the alternative
composition of the alternatives P[t=v] for t ∈V: A process expression without free time
variables is called a process and the set of all processes in BPA$I is denoted by ˝:
As a recursion construct, a de4ning equation C def= P with P∈ ˝ is supposed for each
process constant C ∈:
The operational semantics of BPA$I is also given as a transition system
(( ˝ ∪ {√})× R+; AT ∪ {idle}; { →:  ∈ AT ∪ {idle}}):
For any P ∈ ˝ and t ∈R+; 〈P; t〉 denotes the state with time t at which process P still
has to be executed.
√
stands for termination, and for each t ∈R+; 〈√; t〉 means that
a process comes to the terminative state at time t: From the following de4nition of
transition relations we may 4nd:
(i) 〈P; r〉 a(s)→ 〈Q; t〉 implies r¡s= t: This means that state 〈P; r〉 becomes 〈Q; t〉 after
performing action a at time t;
(ii) 〈P; r〉 idle→〈Q; s〉 implies r¡s and P=Q: This means that process P idles from
time r to time s: 〈P; r〉 idle→〈P; s〉 is always abbreviated as 〈P; r〉→ 〈P; s〉;
(iii) 〈P; r〉 a(s)→ 〈√; t〉 implies r¡s= t: This means that process P at time r can perform
action a at time t and then it terminates; and
(iv) it is impossible that 〈√; r〉 →X for any ∈AT ∪{idle} and X ∈ ( ˝ ∪{√})×
R+:
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The transition relations → with ∈AT ∪{idle} are de4ned by the following rules:
Atom: (t¡r)
〈a(r); t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
(t¡s¡r)
〈a(r); t〉→ 〈a(r); s〉
(t¡s¡r)
〈$(r); t〉→ 〈$(r); s〉
Alternative: 〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
〈Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈Q′; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈Q′; r〉
〈P; t〉→ 〈P; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉→ 〈P + Q; r〉
〈Q; t〉→ 〈Q; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉→ 〈P + Q; r〉
〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
〈Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
〈P + Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
Sequential: 〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
〈P:Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′:Q; r〉
〈P; t〉→ 〈P; r〉
〈P:Q; t〉→ 〈P:Q; r〉
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〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
〈P:Q; t〉 a(r)→ 〈Q; r〉
Shift: 〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
(r¿s)
〈sP; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
(t¡r¡s)
〈sP; t〉→ 〈sP; r〉
〈P; t〉→ 〈P; r〉
〈sP; t〉→ 〈sP; r〉
〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
(r¿s)
〈sP; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
Integration: 〈P[u=v]; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
(u∈V )
〈∫v∈V P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
〈P[u=v]; t〉→ 〈P[u=v]; r〉
(u∈V )
〈∫v∈V P; t〉→ 〈∫v∈V P; r〉
〈P[u=v]; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
(u∈V )
〈∫v∈V P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
Constant: 〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
(C def= P)
〈C; t〉 a(r)→ 〈P′; r〉
〈P; t〉→ 〈P; r〉
(C def= P)
〈C; t〉→ 〈C; r〉
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〈P; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
(C def= P)
〈C; t〉 a(r)→ 〈√; r〉
In [5], the concept of bisimulation in BPA$I was introduced in the usual way. Let
S be a binary relation on ( ˝ ∪{√})×R+: If 〈X; r〉S〈√; s〉 or 〈√; s〉S〈X; r〉 implies
X =
√
; then S is said to be normal. A normal binary relation S on ( ˝ ∪{√})×R+
is called a bisimulation if and only if for any P;Q∈ ˝; t ∈R+ and ∈AT ∪{idle};
(i) Whenever 〈P; t〉 →〈P′; r〉 then, for some Q′ ∈ ˝; 〈Q; t〉 →〈Q′; r〉 and
〈P′; r〉S〈Q′; r〉; and
(ii) Whenever 〈Q; t〉 →〈Q′; r〉 then, for some P′ ∈ ˝; 〈P; t〉 →〈P′; r〉 and
〈P′; r〉S〈Q′; r〉:
For any P;Q∈ ˝; P and Q are bisimilar, denoted as P∼Q; if there is a bisimulation
S with 〈P; 0〉S〈Q; 0〉:
It is easy to see from the above de4nition that two bisimilar processes must perform
the same action at the same time instant exactly. However, we may also be interested
in some weaker equivalences in which a small error of execution time of action is
admissible, and such equivalences are even more realistic in some situations. To treat
such weak equivalences we introduce bisimulation indexes into BPA$I. First, we
de4ne a natural metric on AT ∪{idle}:
(a(r); b(s)) =
{ |r − s| if a = b;
∞ otherwise;
(a(r); idle)= (idle; a(r))=∞;
(idle; idle)= 0:
It is straightforward to show that  is a metric on AT ∪{idle}; and then  induces di-
rectly a bisimulation index and the concept of !-bisimulation in the transition
system
(( ˝ ∪{√})× R+; AT ∪{idle}; { →: ∈AT ∪{idle}}):
If P;Q∈ ˝ and there is a normal binary relation S on ( ˝ ∪{√}) × R+ such that
〈P; 0〉S〈Q; 0〉 and S is a !-bisimulation, then P and Q are said to be !-bisimilar and
we write P∼! Q:
Lemma 8.1. A normal binary relation S on ( ˝ ∪{√})×R+ is a !-bisimulation if
and only if 〈P; r〉S〈Q; s〉 implies; for all a∈A$ and t ∈R+;
(i) whenever 〈P; r〉→ 〈P; r′〉 then; for some s′; 〈Q; s〉→ 〈Q; s′〉 and 〈P; r′〉S〈Q; s′〉;
(ii) whenever 〈Q; s〉→ 〈Q; s′〉 then; for some r′; 〈P; r〉→ 〈P; r′〉 and 〈P; r′〉S〈Q; s′〉;
(iii) whenever 〈P; r〉 a(t)→ 〈P′; t〉 and !′¿! then; for some Q′ and u; 〈Q; s〉 a(u)→ 〈Q′; u〉;
|t − u|¡! and 〈P′; t〉S〈Q′; u〉;
(iv) whenever 〈Q; s〉 a(t)→ 〈Q′; t〉 and !′¿! then; for some P′ and u; 〈P; r〉 a(u)→ 〈P′; u〉;
|t − u|¡! and 〈P′; u〉S〈Q′; t〉;
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(v) whenever 〈P; r〉 a(t)→ 〈√; t〉 and !′¿! then; for some u; 〈Q; s〉 a(u)→ 〈√; u〉; |t−u|¡!
and 〈√; t〉S〈√; u〉; and
(vi) whenever 〈Q; s〉 a(t)→ 〈√; t〉 and !′¿! then; for some u; 〈P; r〉 a(u)→ 〈√; u〉; |t−u|¡!
and 〈√; u〉S〈√; t〉:
Proof. Immediate from De4nitions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.
Now we give an example in BPA$I in which we can see that bisimulation index
is a satisfactory tool to describe certain approximate equivalences between real time
systems.
Example 8.1. Three clocks.
As an application of integration construct, J.C.M. Baeten and J. Bergstra described
three di3erent but similar more or less clocks in terms of in BPA$I (see
[5, Example 5.6]). The 4rst clock is de4ned as
C1(t)
def= tick(t):C1(t + 1):
If one starts the clock in state 〈C1(t); 0〉 it will start ticking at time t and continue to do
so each time unit with absolute precision. The second clock allows some Uuctuations
of the ticks:
C2(t)
def=
∫
v∈[t−0:01;t+0:01]
tick(v):C2(t + 1)
and the third clock cumulates the errors:
C3(t)
def=
∫
v∈[t−0:01;t+0:01]
tick(v):C2(v+ 1):
With bisimulation we are unable to distinguish C3(t) from C2(t) with respect to C1
because both of them are not bisimilar to C1(t): However, bisimulation index is more
discriminative, and we may prove
(a) C1(t)∼C2(t) does not hold, but C1(t)∼0:01 C2(t) if t¿0; and
(b) for any !¡∞; C1(t)∼! C3(t) does not hold.
To show this, we 4rst 4nd all immediate transitions of the involved processes.
(1) If s ¿ t then state 〈C1(t); s〉 has no transitions; and if s¡t then its immediate
transitions are
〈C1(t); s〉 tick(t)→ 〈C1(t + 1); t〉
and
〈C1(t); s〉→ 〈C1(t); r〉
for any r ∈ (s; t):
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(2) If s ¿ t + 0:01 then state 〈C2(t); s〉 has no transitions; and if s¡t + 0:01 then
its immediate transitions are
〈C2(t); s〉 tick(v)→ 〈C2(t + 1); v〉
for any
v ∈
{
[t − 0:01; t + 0:01] if s¡t − 0:01;
(s; t + 0:01] if t − 0:016 s¡t + 0:01
and
〈C2(t); s〉 → 〈C2(t); r〉
for any r ∈ (s; t + 0:01):
(3) If s¿t + 0:01 then state 〈C3(t); s〉 has no transitions; and if s¡t + 0:01 then its
immediate transitions are
〈C3(t); s〉 tick(v)→ 〈C3(v+ 1); v〉
for any
v ∈
{
[t − 0:01; t + 0:01] if s ¡ t − 0:01;
(s; t + 0:01] if t − 0:016 s ¡ t + 0:01
and
〈C3(t); s〉 → 〈C3(t); r〉
for any r ∈ (s; t + 0:01):
From (1) and (2), it is obvious that
〈C2(t); 0〉 tick(t+0:01)→ 〈C2(t + 1); t + 0:01〉
but 〈C1(t); 0〉 cannot tick at time t + 0:01: So, C1(t)∼C2(t) does not hold. Now, we
show that C1(t)∼ 0:01C2(t): Let
S = {(〈C1(t); s1〉; 〈C2(t); s2〉): t ¿ 0; s1 ¡ t and s2 ¡ t + 0:01}:
Then S is normal. Moreover,
〈C1(t); s1〉 tick(t)→ 〈C1(t + 1); t〉
is matched by
〈C2(t); s2〉 tick(t+0:01)→ 〈C2(t + 1); t + 0:01〉
and
〈C1(t + 1); t〉S〈C2(t + 1); t + 0:01〉
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and conversely if s2¡t − 0:01 then
〈C2(t); s2〉 tick(v)→ 〈C2(t + 1); v〉
with v ∈ [t − 0:01; t + 0:01] is matched by
〈C1(t); s1〉 tick(t)→ 〈C1(t + 1); t〉
and if t − 0:016s¡t + 0:01 then
〈C2(t); s2〉 tick(v)→ 〈C2(t + 1); v〉
with v ∈ (s; t + 0:01] is also matched by
〈C1(t); s1〉 tick(t)→ 〈C1(t + 1); t〉
and 〈C1(t + 1); t〉S〈C2(t + 1); v〉;
〈C1(t); s1〉 → 〈C1(t); r1〉
with s1¡r1¡t is matched by 〈C2(t); s2〉 → 〈C2(t); r2〉 with s2¡r2¡t + 0:01 and vice
versa and 〈C1(t); r1〉S〈C2(t); r2〉: It is clear that the di3erence between the execution
times of the actions in each pair of matched transitions is not greater than 0.01. Thus,
with Lemma 8.1 we know that S is a 0:01-bisimulation and C1(t)∼0:01 C2(t):
Finally, we demonstrate that C1(t)∼! C3(t) does not hold for any !¡∞: If not
so, i.e., C1(t)∼!0 C3(t) for some !0¡∞; then there is a normal binary relation S on
(˝ ∪{√})× R+ such that 〈C1(t); 0〉S〈C3(t); 0〉 and S is a !0-bisimulation. Since
〈C3(t); 0〉 tick(t+0:01)→ 〈C3(t + 1:01); t + 0:01〉
and this can only be matched by
〈C1(t); 0〉 tick(t)→ 〈C1(t + 1); t〉;
we have
〈C1(t + 1); t〉S〈C3(t + 1:01); t + 0:01〉:
Repeating this procedure we obtain
〈C1(t + n+ 1); t + n〉S〈C3(t + 1:01n+ 1:01); t + 1:01n+ 0:01〉
provided
(t + 1:01n+ 0:01)− (t + n) = 0:01n+ 0:016 !0;
i.e., n6100!0 − 1: Let n0 = [100!0 − 1] (the integer part of 100!0 − 1). Then
〈C1(t + n0 + 1); t + n0〉S〈C3(t + 1:01n0 + 1:01); t + 1:01n0 + 0:01〉;
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〈C3(t + 1:01n0 + 1:01); t + 1:01n0 + 0:01〉
tick(t+1:01n0+1:02)→ 〈C1(t + 1:01n0 + 2:02); t + 1:01n0 + 1:02〉
and 〈C1(t + n0 + 1); t + n0〉 only has transition
〈C1(t + n0 + 1); t + n0〉 tick(t+n0+1)→ 〈C1(t + n0 + 2); t + n0 + 1〉
performing action tick: However,
(t + 1:01n0 + 1:02)− (t + n0 + 1)=0:01n0 + 0:02 ¿ !0:
With Lemma 8.1 this contradicts that S is a !0-bisimulation.
9. Conclusion
In this paper we develop a theory of bisimulation indexes. Our purpose is to pro-
vide a useful formal tool for depicting a class of approximate bisimilarities. These
approximate bisimilarities represent the equivalence relations between processes whose
external actions may not be the same but similar. From a presumed metric on actions,
we de4ne a bisimulation index to measure the similarity degree between processes.
Various properties of strong and bisimulation indexes in the basic asynchronous pro-
cess calculus are shown, and a modal logical characterization of bisimulation index is
given. To illustrate the applicability of the results obtained in this paper, we present
some examples in which bisimulation indexes are used to describe the approximate
implementations of real time systems.
This paper is a part of our study on topology in process calculus. The work reported
here is by no means complete, and further studies of bisimulation indexes are needed.
For example, !-bisimulation may be characterized as a certain approximate version of
homomorphism of transition systems according to the idea of [3] where ordinary bisim-
ulation is de4ned in terms of homomorphism between transition systems. In addition,
we hope to 4nd some more realistic applications, even some application of industrial
size, of bisimulation indexes.
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